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UCF steals win
Women's soccer notches a goal in the
second overtime to win 1-0 - SEE SPORTS, A7

•

UCF-USF tix go fast

•

600 students receive coveted game ticket
LAUREN MIRO
Contributing Writer

•

Tents and sleeping bags
lined the Bright House Networks Stadium Sunday night
. as more than 600 students
camped out to receive a free
ticket to the sold-out game
against the University of South
Florida on Saturday.
Although the Student Government Association was not

•
•

distributing the tickets until
Monday morning, students
arrived as early as Sunday
afternoon.
' Kevin McGlown and
Heather Pearson received
vouchers number one and
two.
"We got here around 4
p.m.," said McGlown, a
mechanical
engineering
major. "People began trickling
in a few hours later."
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SGA athletics and traditions coordinator Brandon Delanois checks the ticket voucher of
sophomore finance major Thomas Bobango. SGA handed out 600 tickets Monday at 7 a.m.

Sears

It takes a

•
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The first 600 students to
check in at the SGA table were
given a voucher that guaranteed them a place in line only if
they remained overnight and
were present for the giveaway
at7am.
The voucher system was
created to prevent students
from being able to skip in line
and to guarantee that tickets
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PUMPKIN
WEIGHS IN AT
11525 BS

Company lacks a
progressive policy

The annual pumpkin weigh-offtook
place in Half Moon Bay, C.alif., on Monday.
The winner? A1,525-pound pumpkin.
Thad Starr, owner of the winning·
pumpkin, will take home a $9,144 prize
- $6 for every pound.The event, which
is in its 34th year, featured about 80
different contestants.

TARA YOUNG
Staff Writer
I

UCF's
'Eco-Advocates
have joined together with
thousands of other environmental activists across the
world to take S~~s..H.oldings
Corp. head-on.
The activists are demanding that Sears, the oldest and
largest catalog producer in
North America, clean up its
act in the catalog sector.
"The catalog industry
produces about 20 billion
catalogs a year," said EcoAdvocates member Allison
Van Doren, "and most of the
catalogs have very little
recycled content, and a lot of
the paper_ they're using,
including Sears, comes from
the Boreal Forest, the largest
endangered forest in the
world.
"Sears is the oldest catalog company without a progressive paper policy."
Spearheaded
by
ForestEthics, an environmental nonprofit group, the
activists estimate that Sears
produces about 425 million .
catalogs a year. The activists
insist that the Boreal Forest
is a key resource that must
be preserved for the general
welfare of the world's
ecosystems, as well as the
welfare of the human population.
"There are endangered
species in the forest; it holds
more freshwater than anywhere else on Earth, and
there are indigenous people
who live there," Van Doren
said. "The forest is their
home and they make their
livelihood off of the forest in
various ways, and so long as
it's being destroyed, they're
losing their home."
According
to
ForestEthics, the Canadian
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AROUND CAMPUS,A2
MORE THAN 60 COLLEGES AND
UNIVERSITIES SCHEDULED FOR
GRADUATE FAIR TODAY
Career Services and Experiential
Leaming will be sponsoring UCF's
Graduate Law and Professional
Schools Fair Wednesday in the
Student.Union Pegasus Ballroom
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. The event
will feature more tha,n 60 colleges.

LOCAL&STATE,A2
GOV. CRIST SAID HE WILL
EXTEND SPECIAL SESSION
THROUGH WEEKEND
Gov. Charlie Crist said he wants to
extend the current special
legislative session through the
weekend with hopes of coming up
with a new property tax relief
plan. Lawmakers are in special
session through Friday to pass
budget cuts.

'
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NATION &WORLD, A4
PRIVATE SECURITY GUARDS
KILL TWO WOMEN IN CENTRAL
BAGHDAD TUESDAY
Guards in a security convoy opened
fire on acar at an intersection in
central Baghdad on Tuesday, killing
two Christian women before
speeding away, police said. ADubaibased private security company is
thought to be behind the shootings.
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Volunteers visit Orlando
Miracle League children
JESSICA TUGGLE
Contributing Writer

On Saturday, 11 UCF students woke
up early to help children with disabilities play baseball as part of Knights Give
I
Back.
Student volunteers encouraged,
assisted and praised players from the
Central Florida Miracle League, a baseball league for children with disabilities
who are unable to play on a traditional
Little League team.
Each volunteer served as a "baseball
buddy" to the Miracle League players
and helped them in any way that they
needed. Some children required help
swinging the bat or rounding the bases,
while others just needed someone to
applaud their efforts.
About 300 students participated in
the inaugural day of Knights Give Back,
said Megan Licata, Volunteer UCF student director. Knights Give Back is a
campus-wide day of service sponsored
by VUCF, the Student Government
Assdciation and the Office of Student
PLEASE SEE

NOW ON A7
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Matthew Saul, resident of Winter Park, hugs VUCf Health Director Amber Ferguson between innings at Saturday's
Miracle League game at Trotters Park's Miracle Field. Left: Saul rounds third base. Eleven students helped at the event.

SGA and friends lobby for language change
STEPHANIE WILKEN

tives from 11
Staff Writer
Florida universities. StuBody
Student leaders from dent
Florida's 11 public universities President
met at a Florida Student Brandie
Association meeting Friday Hollinger,
in Gainesville to discuss Vice Presiimportant issues in higher dent Logan Hollinger
Berkowitz
education.
Currently, the FSA is and members of the Student
Association
opposed to some of the lan- Government
guage in the current legisla- executive cabinet represent.
tion to increase tuition and ed UCF.
The student leaders are
fees.
The FSA comprises stu- . monitoring legislation, such
dent government representa- as Senate Bill S (with a com-

panion House Bill 5021)
which will enact the 5 percent tuition increase that the
Florida Board of Governors
approved last month. The
Florida Board ofGovernors is
currently involved in a lawsuit for the right to set tuition.
The· FSA is keeping track
of the language in the legislation that provides for tuition
to include a technology fee,
Hollinger said.
Legislators added the tech
fee onto Senate Bill S,
Hollinger said.
According to Senate Bill S,

"Each university . board of
trustees is authorized to
establish the following fees: a
technology fee of up to 5 percent of the tuition per credit
hour, beginning with the fall
term of the 2009-2010 academic year. The revenue
from this fee shall be used to
enhance instructional technology resources for students and faculty. The technology fee shall not be
included in any award under
the Florida Bright Futures
PLEASE SEE
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I For every ton of paper
1that is recycled, 17 trees
I live. You can recycle most
l paper, including white
~ office paper, newspaper
i and mixed-color paper,
through a local curbside
. recycling program.
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LOCAL
&STATE
Keep local with headlines
you may have missed

Crist said he will extend spedal
session through weekend ·
TALLAHASSEE ~ Governor Charlie Crist said he wants
to extend the current special
legislative session through the
weekend with hopes of coming up with a new property tax
relief plan.
Crist said he was persuaded
by lawmakers' suggestiops for
doubling the present $25,000
homestead exemption and
allowing homeowners to take
existing tax breaks with them
when they ~~:we.
Lawmakers are in special
session through Friday to pass
budget cuts due to a $1.1 billion
shortfall in tax revenue.
Legislative leaders had
been planning a separate special session on property taxes.
But Crist said they have a
good idea of what the people
want so there's no reason to
wait.
House Speaker Marco
Rubio said he has talked with
Crist about a timeline but
nothing has been finalized.
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Both Uriah Hall and lshie T. Fernandez end up on the mat after competing in the Campus Activities Board's Ultimate Sumo Championship, a part of Sushi Knight held
Wednesday in the Student Union, Room 316. Along with inflatable suits and head gear, CAB provided free sushi sampling and raffled gift certificates to Bangkok Square.
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SUSHI KNIGHT FESTIVITIES

JENNY ANDREASSON & SEAN BUTLER
News Editor and Contributing Writer

Twelve trays of sushi, including
giant spicy shrimp rolls, California
rolls and orange rolls, filled the Student Union Oct. 3 in honor of Sushi
Knight.
This is the first time the Campus
Activities Board has held a Sushi
Knight. A similar event used to be held
by the Cultural and Fine Arts Committee at an off-campus restaurant.
"We wanted to bring it on campus,"
said Genevieve Kelley, director of
CAB's Special Events Committee. "It's
for the students that live on or near
campus."
Besides offering up more than 600
pieces of sushi, CAB also rented Sumo
wrestling suits.
·About 150 students attended the
event, which was held in Room 316
from 8 p.m. to 10 p.m. After sampling
the 11 kinds of sushi rolls, about 30 students challenged their friends to a
round of Sumo wrestling.
Sumo wrestling involved getting
into an inflatable suit and pushing a
competitor over. .
·
Uriah Hall, a 22-year-old finance
and accounting major, won the tournament by pushing his rival over in two
seconds. He received a $25 gift certifi-

11 KINDS OF SUSHI OFFERED
12 TRAYS OF SUSHI
50 PIECES PER TRAY
600 PIECES OF SUSHI
150 PEOPLE AmNDED
30 PEOPLE DID SUMO WRESTLING
3 PIECES OF SUSHI PER PERSON

"

Staff Writers

2 SUMO WRESTLING SUITS
$25 BANGKOK SQUARE GIFT CERTIFICATE
AWARDED ro·SUMO WR
ING CHAMPION

Brandon Bielich, Richard Bilbao,
Donald Thomann, William Goss,
Whitney Hamrick, Mary Knowles, Jennifer
Larino, Lauren Paulauskas, Jeffrey Riley,
7.aileen Roach,Amanda K. Shapiro,
Robyn Sidersky, Jessica Sunday, Tara Young

•

Copy Editors
Jennifer Heimburg, Brian Murphy,
Jamie Salmasian, Megan Speer

cate to Bangkok Square restaurant.
"The trick is to have a low center of
gravity," Hall said
Kelley said the number of students
who were eager to try out Sumo
wrestling surprised her.
"It's hard sometimes to get out of
your comfort zone," Kelley said. "It's
embarrassing rolling around .on the
floor. I'm happy they were eager to
participate, instead of just sitting on
the sidelines."
At the start of the event, a long line
of people awaited their free sushi,
whicJ.i was supplied by Southern
Tsunami, an Aramark catering company.
Jacob Sarvis, a 19-year-old computer
engineering major, was in that line.
Sarvis said he has been eating sushi for
about six years.. He came to the event
because he follows Bleach, a Japanese
anime television show.
Alex Delgado, an 18-year-old economics major, was at the event. This
was the first time that he ever tried
sushi, but he wasn't hesitant.

"Sushi is pretty good, except for
tuna," he said.
Because more than. 150 students
showed up. each student was limited
to three sushi r01ls.
Ashley Darnell, an 18-year-old
molecular and microbiology major,
said she didn't think enough sushi was
offered, but that Sushi Knight was still

fun.
Kelley said that she thought people
had a lot of fun at the event and that it
was a good turnout. She hopes to offer
the event, with some changes, next ·
semester.
_
'We'll maybe order more sushi. and
we're trying to partner with another
restaurant to have a make-your-own
sushi station," Kelley said
CAB's Special Events Committee is
currently planning a '<?Os party on Oct.
24 following a screening of the movie
;Hairspray. They will also host a Lego
night on Nov. 7 following a screening of
the movie Transformers.
For more information on events,
visit http://www.cab.ucf.edu.
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3 corrections employees demoted
after improperly moving inmates
TALLAHASSEE - Three
high-ranking
Corrections
Department employees are
being demoted because they
improperly approved moving
hundreds of inmates who paid
attorneys as much as $7,000 to
secure their transfers to other
prisons, officials said Tuesday.
While no illegal activity
was found in a 100-day internal investigation, the department thinks the way the transfers were permitted were
unethical, unfair and perhaps
dangerous.
Department spokeswoman
Gretl Plessinger said the
names of the workers who will
be demoted have not been
released.
Another six employees at
headquarters were believed to
have been innocent dupes in
the transfer plan and have
been returned to work.
They were just following
orders of their supervisors,
she said.
Plessinger said inmates
wanting to secure a speedy

•
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Volunteer UCF is presenting
tutoring at the Community Service Center of Central Florida
Thursday. Volunteers will help
children out with their homework.
The event will run from 2
p.m. to 4 p.m. and those interested should meet at 1 p.m. in
front of the VISual Arts Building. For more informatin. contact vucf_youth@mail.ucf.edu.
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The Central Florida Future is the indegendent studentwritten newspaper at the University lit Centr~I Florida.
Opinions in the Future are those f the individual
columnist and not necessarily those the editorial staff
or the Universityadministration. All c ent is property of
the Central flori<fa Future and may not reprinted in part
or in whole without pennlsslon from e publisher.

The Burnett Honors College, along with the English
department and HASA (Hispanic American Student Association) will be hosting a poetry
reading from world-renowned
poet Martin Espada Thursday.
The event will begin at 7
p.m. in the Garden Key Room of
the Student Union. A book
signing will also take place after
the reading. For more information
contact
mfacrw@mail.ucf.edu.

VUCF needs tutoring volunteers

•

The Student Newspaper at U<F ince 1968

Poet Martin Espada comes to UCF

Campus Activities Board
and the Office of Student
Involvement will be hosting a
free concert on Memory Mall
Thursday. The Adult Swim
Tour will feature Ghostface Killah and Witchdoctor and will
·run from 8 p.m. to 10 p.m.

•

1ututft

Career Services and Experiential Learning will be sponsoring UCF's Graduate Law and
Professional Schools Fair
Wednesday from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m.
The fair will be held in the ·
Student Union Pegasus Ballroom and will feature representatives from more than 60 colleges and universities from
around the country. For more
information
contact
careers@mail.ucf.edu.

CAB to host Ghostface Killah

•

Associated
Press

One free copy of the Centro/ Florida Future
pennitted per issue. If available, additional copies
may be purchased from our office with prior
, approval for $1 each. Newspaper theft is acrime.
Violators may be subject to civil and criminal
prosecution and/or University discipline.

LITT US KNOW

NATALIE MORERA I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Audience members dance on stage with band members of the Royal Drums of Africa while they performed their final song of the day. The band performed in a
Campus Activities Board event on Tuesday to celebrate Ugandan Independence Day and to raise awareness of the child soldiers, known as the Invisible Children.

The Future wants to hear
from you. If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to 407-4474556 or an e-mail to editor@centralfloridafuture.com. Deadlines
are 5 p.m. Friday for the Monday
edition, 5 p.m. Monday for the
Wednesday edition, and 5 p.m.
Wednesday for the Friday edition.
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LOCAL WEATHER
Today
ISOLATED
T-STORMS

High:90°
Low:71°
~

Today: Partly cloudly skies with 30
percent chance of rain. Winds light
and variable.
Tonight: Clear skies overnight with
30 percent chance of rain. Winds light
and variable.

"

Thursday

TODAY IN DETAIL

High:90°
ISOLATED T-STORMS Low:65°

0
»

Friday
SUNNY

.

High:82°
Low:64°
~
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· Sociology professor 'Best of the Best'
.

'

EPA honors UCF professor for research on
climate change _a nd ozone preservation
SHAHEAI RICHARDSON
Staff Writer
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On Sept. 19, a UCF sociology professor received The
Stratospheric
Ozone Protection Bestof-the-Best
Award from
the U.S. Environmental
Protection
Agen~y.
Penelope
Canan
has
only been at UCF for about a
year, but her contributions to
sociology, I ozone protection
and the issue of climate
change sp'an more than 20
years.
Canan has been a professor for 25 years. However,
before coming to UCF, she
took a two-year break from
teaching. This break led
Canan and her work outside
of the U.S. where she served
as executive director of the
Global Carbon Project in
Japan.
· "This project was about
bringing all the sciences
together to understand the
global carbon cycle within
our Earth's systems," Canan
said.
One of Canan's most
noted career accomplishments is her participation as
a member of the Technology
and Economic Assessment
Panel. TEAP comprises
committees of experts,
researchers and scientists
who advise world diplomats
on changes that need to be
made to the Montreal Protocol on Substances That
Deplete the Ozone Layer as a
result of new knowledge and
technology.
In the 1970s, the EPA and
researchers around the
world became aware of the
theory of ozone depletion in
the stratosphere. This theory
involved the idea that chemicals created by people,
called chlorofluorocarbons,
were interacting with the
ozone layer, Canan said.
"This layer of ozone is a
protective· shield from the
sun's. damaging rays," Canan
said. "It is the reason why
this planet is inhabitable."
CFCs, which used to be in
products such as pesticides
and hair spray, were causing
the ozone layer to thin out
due to their interactions
with the ozone. As a result, a
hole in the ozone layer
developed, Canan said.
In 1987, diplomats fro,m all
over the world signed the
Montreal Protocol treaty.
"This treaty was the most

successful treaty in the history of environmental change
and global warming," Canan
said.
The Montreal Protocol is
an agreement among countries to do whatever possible
to remove all present CFCs
on Earth and to stop the creation of more CFCs. Since
CFCs were such heavily
used chemicals, their elimination was expected to be a
slow and very expensive
process.

"They said it could
not be done. But
••• we did it faster,
cheaper and more
comprehensibly
than we
pledged."
- PENELOPE CANAN

SOCIOLOGY PROFESSOR
ON THE MONTREAL PROTOCOL TREATY
THAT HAS SIGNIFICANTLY DECREASED
CFCS IN EARTH'SATMOSPHERE

However, achieving the
goals of the treaty went far
better than any expectations,
Canan said. Twenty years
later, the Montreal Protocol
has led to a significant
decrease and elimination of
CFCs on Earth and in its
atmosphere.
"They said it could not be
done," Canan said. "But with
a can-do spirit and collaboration between industry,
government and non-government organizations, we
did it faster, cheaper and
more comprehensively than
we pledged in the beginning."
Canan was a part of the
Economic Options Committee that helped decide the
best ways to use funds to
carry out plans of the Montreal Protocol.
As a result of her experiences and based on extensive research, Canan and
Nancy Reichman, a sociology professor at the University of Denver, wrote a book
anaiyzing the interaction of
individuals within the TEAP
committees.
Funded by the National
Science Foundation, their
research broke down how
each individual and the committees as a whole influenced the success of the

STRATOSPHERIC OZONE PROTECTION BEST-OF-THE-BEST AWARDS
Best-of-the-Best Awards recognize corporations, associations, teams and individuals that have
demonstrated exceptional leadership and personal dedication in either technical achievements in
eliminating ozone-depleting substances or protecting the public from the effects of exposure to
increased ultraviolet radiation. Winners have demonstrated: passion for stratospheric ozone
protection, actions that have reduced and eliminated emissions and strengthened national and
Montreal Protocol policy, leadership that inspires others, collaboration, capacity building, and/or
strategic networking. Candidates for these awards must have earned an annual Stratospheric
Protection Award from the U.S. EPA between 1990 and 2007. -U.S. EPA

Montreal Protocol.
"We did a study of these
committees as networks of
global environmental governance," Canan said.
Her book, Ozone Connections, is an example of the
type of research that helped
earn Canan the title of Best .--~--------------------------------
of the Best.
In 2000, Canan won the
Individual
Stratospheric ·
Ozone Protection Award.
The
Best-of-the-Best
Award recognizes previous
winners of the individual
awards who have contributed "the most" to global
science issues within the
past 20 years.
"I was honored that my
contributions were seen as
making a difference," Canan
said.
To those who know her,
Canan's success stems from
her passion, personality and
dedication.
"She is compassionate
and cares very deeply about
people, the world and eradicating social problems," said
Elizabeth
Grauerholz,
Canan's colleague in the
sociology
department.
"What she puts her mind to,
6th .
happens."
Recently, Canan has
helped to start a UCF chapter of Focus the Nation, a
group that concentrates on
making people aware of
global warming and climate
change. The group also
focuses on taking action to
deal with these issues.
Gabriela Othon, the FTN
staff adviser from the Global
Per"spectives
Office,
explained how Canan's trust
in the students is what has
made FTN successful so far
at UCF.
"She is very driven and
she puts a lot of faith in people who are helping her,"
Othon said. "She makes it
seem a lot more possible to·
be involved.''
FTN members feel that
Canan's charisma is a factor [
that draws people to her and I
her ideas.
"She has spunk," .said
Maria Mejia, FTN member
and interdisciplinary studies '
major. "You can talk to her J
about anything because of
the good energy."
After receiving global
attention for her research,
Everything you need to feel better,
Canan continues to gain
1.... 1
I
1 l"" 0 I
involvement in tackling envi- t
ronmental issues that affect J
Earth every day.
"She is really engaging,"
Othon said. "She makes it
clear that it is not something
that is her own, but something that belongs to us.''
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transfer would pay attorneys
$3,000 to $7,000.
Those attorneys had exdepartment staffers working
for them, who would make
calls to former co-workers
and request that a certain
inmate be moved.
The department's inspector general has turned up the
names of two private attorneys and two former department staffers who helped
the inmates arrange transfers, Plessinger said.
She would not release
their names.
Corrections Secretary
James McDonough believes
that the process was unfair
to inmates awaiting transfer
on a list.
.
It also created security
risks 1:1ecause the attorneys
passed onto their clients
when and where they were
being moved, Plessinger
said.
It can sometimes take a
year or more for a transfer to
be approved.
The procedure, which
could have been going on for
years, will be ended,
Plessinger said.
Plessinger said she did
not know if the attorneys
involved have been reported
to the Florida Bar.
The department moves
about 2,000 of its 94,000
inmates a day for everything
from m edical conditions to
disciplinary and security
reasons, she said.

ASSOCIATED PRESS

Awoman and child look at a blood-splattered car door Tuesday after two Christian
Iraqi women were shot to death in central Karradah, Baghdad, Iraq.

- ASSOCIATED PRESS

HIGHER
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Wha t's in the news at
colleges around the country

~urveY. shows that study-abroad

incentives are uncommon

A survey of 75 colleges
revealed that it is "relatively
uncommon" for those institutions to receive incentives
from
study-abroad
providers, according to
Brian J. Whalen, president of
the Forum on Education
Abroad.
The forum conducted the
survey in the wake of the
public scrut41y over studyabroad business practices
and released the results on
Monday to make those practices more transparent and
to use them as a basis for
developing a code of ethics
for colleges and providers.
In recent months, New
York State's attorney general, Andrew M. Cuomo, has
issued subpoenas to a handful of colleges and independent study-abroad companies
in an investigation of potentially questionable deals in
which colleges receive discounts, free trips· and other
benefits in return for directing students to the program
providers.
The forum's anonymous
survey included questions
about how colleges evaluate
the study-abroad programs
they offer through other colleges and independent
providers, their guidelines
for transferring financial aid
and any arrangements they
make with foreign universities to provide study-abroad
programs.
Only 3 percent of the survey's respondents reported
having exclusive agreements
with program providers,
which would limit the international-education- options
available to their students.
But 67 percent of the respondents said they '"always" or
"sometimes" allowed pro. gram providers to pay some
portion of the travel expenses of advisers who visited
study-abroad sites.
Whalen said it is difficult
to gauge the standards of
study-abroad
programs
because "these relationships
are complex."
·
Only 35 percent of institutions surveyed already had
written ethical guidelines.
The forum expects to complete its standard code of
ethics for all members to follow sometime in the next
year.
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Private security guards kill
two women in Baghdad

All 1Obodies found in
Washington plane crash

BAGHDAD - Guards in
a security convoy opened
fire on a car at an intersection in central Baghdad on
Tuesday, killing two Christian women before speeding
away, police said. The Iraqi
government said a Dubaibased private security company was behind the shootings.
Interior
Ministry
spokesman
Maj.
Gen.
Abdul-Karim Khalaf said the
Unity Resources Group had
apologized after guards in
four SUVs fired on a car carrying the two women, killing
them instantly.
Khalaf said the government and the company have
both begun investigations
and that initial :fmd~s
showed the guards fired 19
bullets.
Unity Resources Group,
which has operated in Iraq
since 2004, employs security
professionals from the U.S.,
Britain, Australia and New
Zealand.
A company spokesman
said there was a shooting
involving one of its security
teams and it was working
with Iraqi authorities to
determine the circumstances.
"The first information
that we have is that our security team was approached at
speed by a vehicle, which
failed to stop despite an
escalation of warnings
which included hand signals
and a signal flare," company
spokesman Michael Priddin
said in a statement. "Finally
shots were fired at the vehicle and it stopped"
"We deeply regret this
incident," Priddin said The
statement did not mention
any casualties.

WHITE PASS, Wash. Searchers combing through
wreckage Tuesday found
the last three victims among
10 killed when their plane
crashed in Washington's
rugged central Cascade
Range on their way home
from a skydiving event.
Bodies of seven of the 10
people aboard were found
Monday.
Recovery crews found
the rest on Tuesday, said
Nisha Marvel, spokeswoman for the state Department of Transportation's
aviation division.
The debris at the remote
crash site indicated that the
Cessna Caravan 208 went
down in a steep nosedive,
Yakima County Sheriff Ken
Irwin told a news confer.:.
ence at a command center.
The plane left Star, Idaho,
near Boise, on Sunday
evening en route to Shelton,
Wash.,
northwest
of
Olympia, but did not arrive.
It had been returning from a
skydiving meet in Idaho
when it disappeared.
It was not immediately
clear what caused the plane
to crash.
'We have radar information that shows the rapid
descent but other than that
we have really no hard evidence as to what caused it,"
Marvel said
The plane crashed just
east of the crest o~ the Cas- ,
cades, about five miles sou.th
of White Pass and on the
edge of the Goat Rocks
Wilderness, said Wayne
Frudd of Yakima County
Search and Rescue.
The crash site is about 25
miles southeast of Mount
Rainier.

Bazaar bombing pushes fourday Afghan deatll toll to 250
MIRAN SHAH, Pakistan
- Pakistani aircraft bombed
a village bazaar packed with
shoppers near the Afghan
border Tuesday, pushing the
death toll to 250 in four days
of fighting - the deadliest
clashes since Pakistan threw
its support behind the US.led war on terror in 2001.
The attack on Epi village
in North Waziristan tribal
region killed dozens of militants and civilians - deaths
that are likely to harden
domestic opposition to
President Gen. Pervez
Musharraf's alliance with
Washington.
The bazaar was crowded
with people buying food to
break
their
daylong
Ramadan fast when it was
rocked by a dozen explosions that destroyed shops
and nearby homes, residents
said. Abdul Sattar, a grocery
shop owner, said he counted
more than 60 dead and more
than 150 wounded, including
many civilians. Many of the
victims were mutilated
Army spokesman Maj.
Gen. Waheed Arshad said
military aircraft targeting
militant hideouts struck
"one or two places" near the
town of Mir Ali. He said the
airstrikes might have killed
some civilians who were living in the areas where militant hideouts were targeted,
but he had no exact numbers. The fighting broke out
in North Waziristan on Saturday after a roadside bomb
hit a truckload of paramilitary troops, sparking bitter
clashes. The bodies of
dozens of soldiers, many
with their throats slit, have
been recovered from deserted areas of the region, fleeing residents said.
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M~nmar party calls for talks
with military regime

YANGON, Myanmar The party of democracy
icon Aung San Suu Kyi
called Tuesday for talks with
Myanmar's military regime
following a bloody crackdown on anti-government
protesters, but it urged the
junta not to set conditions
for any meetings.
The junta's top general
offered earlier this week to
meet with Suu Kyi, who is
under house arrest.
But he said she must first
renounce her calls for international sanctions against
the regime, which has been
widely condemned for
crushing the protests last
month.
"The success of a dialogue is based on sincerity
and the spirit of give and
take," Suu Kyi's National
League for Democracy said
in a statement, which was
based on her past speeches.
"The will for achieving success is also crucial and there
should not be any preconditions."
In its first comment since
the regime held up the
prospect of talks, the party
appeared to. be trying to
encourage
negotiations
without abandoning its platform.
The party emphasized
past statements by Suu Kyi,
but also said it could make
"adjustments" for the sake of
dialogue.
On Monday, state media
said the regime had appointed Deputy Labor Minister
Aung Kyi as the Cabinet's
"minister for relations" to
coordinate contacts with
SuuKyi.
He is considered more
open than top junta leaders,
who are deeply insular and
fiercely hostile toward Suu
Kyi.
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Film and TV.shows analyzed in the classroom
Movies such as Garden State, and TV shows such
as The Sopranos and Seinfeld have literary value
ASHLEY INGUANTA
Contributing Writer

Television and film are
usually associated with
entertainment, but lately
some English professors are
adding television shows and
• films to their curriculums.
Students are analyzing
these shows and films as
they would analyze a novel,
play or short story. Some
professors say the academic
community will one day
regard entertainment, television and filln on the same
level as ficti~nal literature.
Fictional literature used
to be read ainly as entertainment an~ was regarded
as inferior to the poem in the
Romantic
ra. Television
and film seem to be going
down the same path as fictional literature.
Nathan Holic, a visiting
instructor at UCF, said using
television and film in the
• classroom corresponds with
the rise of technology in
today's society.
"The [Internet] generation doesn't lmow what life is
like without constant videos,
whether those videos are on
television
film," Holic
• said. ''.As aorprofessor,
you
have to make your students
comfortable with the teaching methods."
Holle said the same concepts learned through reading literature can be learned
through watching television
shows and films. When
teaching creative writing, he
his students how to
• shows
create compelling characters
by showing them films such
as Garden State.
Holic also uses movie
trailers in his lessons.
"I use movie trailers to
show students how to write
·a concise story in two minutes," he said. "Having visuals enhances ideas. You have
to look at words to become a
better writer, and although
· reading
helps
writers
become better thinkers, [television and film] helps writers become better thinkers
too."
Kate Giglio, a professor of
Shakespeare and Milton at
UCF, also believes that television shows and films present an alternative way of
learning.
. But rather than just
demonstrating conciseness
and character development
skills, both television and
film can act as a canvas for
analysis, just as literature
does.
"Not all television and
film is created equal, just like
not all literature is created
equal," Giglio said. "The
good shows out there provide means for interpretation - they get people thinking."
One of those "good"
shows, she said, is The Sopranos, a drai:na on HBO.
The hit series' ambiguous
ending sparked conversation
among viewers, causing
debates and various interpretations, getting people
thinking and analyzing
rather than just simply
watching, Giglio said.
"Shows like The Sopranos
reinvigorate
literature,"
Giglio said.
Holle agrees.
"The Sopranos' open ending is art that can be analyzed," Holle said. Did Tony
die, or did life simply go on
• for
him? The public was, and
still is, torn between these
possibilities.
The Awakening, a novel
•
by Kate Chopin that has
been accepted into the
canon of American literature, also has an ambiguous
ending. Was her death intentional? If so, why? If not, how
did she die? Scholars have
been debating this for years.
So if The Awakening can
be studied academically, can
• television shows and films
be stlidied in the classroom
as well?
''.A class on a TV show can
definitely happen," Giglio
said.
Giglio said both fictional
literature and television/film
• question stereotypes and can

•

•

•
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cause people to think about mediums, there are differdifferent cultures.
ences between learning
For example, in William through viewing and learning
Shakespeare's The Tempest, through reading.
readers meet a "colonized
"On screen, students can
other," allowing readers to see the characters' emotions
question stereotypes of for- . better, especially comedy,"
eigners.
Giglio said. "Students also
In The Sopranos, viewers have more time to pause,
are familiarized with the reflect and make connections
Mafia, causing them to when they are reading."
rethink the stereotypes assoAs visual mediums are
ciated with organized crime.
proven
to be capable of acaWeeds, a drama/comedy
demic
study,
both Giglio and
on Showtime, also offers
Holle
agree
that
fictional litcommentary on stereotypes,
erature
will
always
exist and
specifically those of marijuana smokers and dealers, be highly regarded in the
scholarly world.
Giglio said.
"Not everything in the
''.All of these shows give
world
can be learned from
readers and viewers insight
into the human condition," books and not everything in
Giglio said. But although the world can be learned
there
are
similarities from television," Holic said.
a
balance
between the print and visual "You . need

between both mediums."
Zac Alfson, a junior theatre
major, has studied film and
literature and was able to
learn from both mediums.
"You have to think hard
about both [mediums], but
you have to think differently,"
Alfson said.
For example, Alfson said
that in novels readers are usually exposed to the characters' internal thoughts and in
films viewers usually have to
infer characters' thoughts by
their external dialogue and
actions. Because of this,
scholars must use different
techniques when analyzing
characters in print and visual
media.
Because of his own experi-

ences as a student of literature and film, Alfson said that
.the visual medium is rising as
a learning tool.
"TV will rise in the classroom," he said. "It's an evolution more than anything."
But are television shows
and films solely rising up to
an academic par with fictional literature, or will this rise in
visual media overtake print
literature completely?
Print literature will always
exist, Giglio said.
"I can see television and
film being analyzed as literature, but there will always be
print literature," she said.
As far as a canon of television shows and films, Giglio
and Holic can see a

legacy building.
"There is an evolution and
history of television and film,
just as there is an evolution of
literature," Giglio said.
Holle agrees.
"Television and film can
definitely be used as cultural
commentary, especially now."
He said Seinfeld can be
used to study the cultural
trends of the 1990s.
Giglio said it's good for
society to take TV and film
seriously.
"It all begins in academia
and then it trickles down. If
students and teachers engage
in TV and film in a scholarly
fashion, more good shows
will be created and things will
change," Giglio said.
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UCF Greenhouse Gas Report release4

•·

Report has 5-year plan to cut energy consunlption on canlpus by 20 percent
LEAH GRICE
Contributing Writer

UCF has taken another step
toward going green by releasing its first Greenhouse Gas
Report.
The
Greenhouse
Gas
Report focuses on carbon dioxide emissions around the university. The report compiles
data on UCF's carbon dioxide
output and is predicted to aid
in re-evaluating the campus'
impact on the environment.
Recognizing the need to
conserve natural resources and
create a more sustainable environment, a team of engineers,
technicians, mechanics and
marketing professionals from
UCF's Center for Energy and
Sustainability created the
report.

'We all need to do our part
to actively engage our environment," said David Norvell,
UCF energy manager and
Physical Plant assistant director. "There are :pi.any decisions
that we make each day that can
positively affect bur environment. Through our center, we
hope to change the way the
campus community thinks and
acts about energy and sustainability issues."
According to the report, carbon dioxide concentrations
have risen more than 30 percent since the Industrial Revolution.
Carbon dioxide traps heat in
the atmosphere, creating a
warm, habitable environment.
Many scientists believe that
because ofthis greenhouse gas,
temperatures are rising and

FreeLSAT
,._ ~ l?ra~ctice E.~

irreversible climate shifts may
be in our future.
Heating, ventilation and air
conditioning are the main
sources of electrical consumption, the majority of the greenhouse emissions at UCF.
According to the report,
electrical consumption constituted 88 percent of all greenhouse gases emitted by the university in 2006, equaling
105,950 tons of carbon dioxide.
In efforts to decrease the
university's electrical consumption, the Center for Energy and Sustainability created
an in-house building commissioning team. The team's main
goal is to discover and implement innovative techniques of
energy- saving methods within
a building.
Each building located on the

Saturday, 10/13
10am:-2pm

Tuesday, 10/16
6pm-10pm

Thursday, 10/18
1pm-5pm
or 6pm-10pm
Courtyard by
Marriott UCF
Comprehensive 62-hr
program $845
including materials
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UCF campus will be placed
on a four-year recommissioning cycle. Inspections
and testing are used to identify what areas of focus need
to be addressed in order for
the building to become energy efficient. All information
and data recorded will be
placed within UCF's Open
Energy Information System.
The Classroom Building,
Colboum Hall and Student
Union were the first three
buildings placed on the plan.
Colboum Hall and the Classroom Building were recently
completed, projecting a combined annual energy cost
savings of $85,800.
"Both buildings are now
much more comfortable for
our faculty, staff and · students," Norvell said. "The
number of ... calls to our
work management center
has dropped." ·
· In addition to building recommissioning, in January of
2007, UCF formally mandated that all new building constructions and major renova- tions
will
achieve
a
minimum performance level
of a LEED silver rating.
LEED, Leadership in
Energy and Environmental
Design, is a green building
rating system designed to
promote design and construction practices that
increase profitability while
reducing negative environmental impacts of buildings.
Stacey Radnor, responsible for all marketing and
public relations efforts for
the energy unit,.doesn't want
to stop with a silver rating.
"We are shooting for
gold," Radnor said. "We are
aiming for as high as we can
get. Silver is just the lowest
certification that we would
like to receive."
UCF also committed in
2007 that all new campus
buildings will be ENERGY

STAR certified.
Complementary to LEED,
ENERGY STAR was created
by the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency and the
U.S. Department of Energy.
All buildings certified with
ENERGY STAR meet strict
energy efficiency guidelines
and have an average energy
consumption reduction of 35
percent or more.
Only buildings that rate in
the top 25 percent of energyefficient buildings in the
nation may be qualified for
ENERGY STAR certification.
UCF hopes to use LEED
and ENERGY STAR to con-

"There are
many decisions
that we make
each day that
can positively
affect our
environment."
- DAVID NORVELL
PHYSICAL PLANT ASSISTANT DIRECTOR

struct high performance,
environmentally functional
buildings.
Norvell believes the two
certifications will provide "a
goal to construct and maintain buildings at a much
higher performance level."
They will provide "the university with a green image
which can be marketed to
potential students and faculty."

Other sources leading to
UCF's carbon imprint were
natural gases, the UCF shut-

tle transport system, staff
and faculty travel d campus fleet fuel. ·
Equaling 13,76
carbon dioxide,
categories
ar
improved throug
of innovative measures
including Presi ent John
Hitt's commitm nt to the
Leadership Cir le of the
American Collegt & University President
Climate
Commitment.
Hitt joined t e commitment in February. Developed
·to provide a framework and
support for America's colleges and universities to go
climate n eutral, the challenge committed UCF to a
pledge
to dramatically
reduce campus greenhouse
gas emissions over time.
"UCF is really trying to
make a difference," Radnor
said "It is important that we
are a part of the Leadership
Circle so other campuses can
and will look 1,1.p to our
efforts."
,
Within a five-year period,
UCF plans to reduce energy
consumption by 20 percent
in all buildings on campus.
By the year 2011, UCF will be
in avoidance of $2 million
per year in energy costs and
will be reducing carbon
dioxide
em1ss1ons
by
approximately 50 million
pounds annually.
Releasing a total of 119,715
tons of carbon dioxide emissions into the environment
in the 2006 calendar year
caused UCF to realize the
weight of the situation.
The Greenhouse Report
states, ·~ UCF faces continued growth, it is our hope
that we will still experience a
decrease in our emissions.
The university is working
diligently to abide by all
commitments made in the
President's Climate Commitment."
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Now 70 Miracle Leagues across the country
FROM Al
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unteer experience: "It was
nice to help people that can't
Involvement.
run around the bases. You
Amber Ferguspn, VUCF take for granted the wind and
health director, said that she the motion, in a wheelchair
first heard of the ·central you don't really get that."
Florida Miracle League
Each game is two innings
through the American Red long and every player has a
Cross Club on campus and chance to bat in every inning.
has volunteered at games in Some players use baseball
the past.
tees while others hit a ball that
"It was so much fun I just is pitched to them.
had to do it again," Ferguson
Kevin Mayo, a senior at
said
Wmter Park High School, volWhen students volunteer unteers every Saturday morntheir time to help children ing. He said that watching the
with disabilities play sports, skill level of a child increase
children get into the game and throughout the season is very
tend to be more focused, and rewarding. One such moment
students receive the joy of came when Mayo was an
helping someone have fun, assistant coach and a child
Ferguson said.
learned to hit a ball when it
"It's a winJwin situation for was pitched to him, instead of
· everybody," Jlerguson said
using a baseball tee.
"He was so excited when
Even first-time volunteers
found satisfaction in the new he did it too," Mayo said.
experience. 1
There are six teams in the
"I was nervous coming out Orlando chapter of Miracle
here,'' criminal justice junior League: the Braves, the
Phillies, the Yankees, the Rays,
Joe Eccles said.
But his jitters didn't last the Red Sox and the Indians.
ONeill Martinez, volunteer
long, and Eccles said that he
enjoyed how happy everyone coordinator for the Central
was around him.
Florida Miracle League, said.
Nicholas Cox, 13, played that some children really care
first base for the Indians at the about their team name.
"One girl really wanted to
Miracle League game.
One ofhis jobs was to blow be on the Yankees, but her dad
a whistle whenever it was told her that there was only
time to switch positions, "and one more spot open, and it
when it's time to shake hands was on the Red Sox," Marand do the high-fives,'' he said tinez said with a grin. The girl
while fingering his shiny wanted to play baseball so
badly that she agreed to play
metal whistle.
The league runs for 10 on the team, but was much
weeks in the fall and 10 weeks happier when she learned her
in the spring. While the father was joking, Martinez
league is called a baseball said
Six-year-old Joshua Garcia
league, the balls are generally
pitched underhand. Because is playing in his second seathe purpose is purely recre- son. He loves to play baseball
ational, everyone ends up a for his team, the Yankees.
"He'll even go home and
winner, and the rules are very
play by himself in the backrelaxed
"Ifthey start running, that's yard," said Rickey Garcia,
a hit," said Krissy Cox, mother Joshua Garcia's father. "Three
tree stumps are the bases."
of Nicholas Cox.
The Miracle League origiChris Kelly, a pre-allied
health junior, said of his vol- nated in Georgia with 35 play-
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Above: Paul Ellis and daughter Jordan Ellis, of Orlando, play an outfield position. Right:
Rickey Garcia and son Joshua Garcia, of Orlando, play second base during Saturday's game.

ers and has since spread
across the nation. According
to the Miracle League Web
site, there are more than 70
leagues in existence.
Claudia Mais, whose son
Kenny has played nine seasons with the league, said that
the program is wonderful
''.After they have played
[baseball] a while you can just
see their enthusiasm come
alive," Mais said.
This was the first VUCF

Latecomers are turned away
FROM A1

•

would be received on a firstcome, first-served basis.
' ''You've got to worry about
people jumping lines or
ambushing the ticket windows,"
said
Brandon
Delanois, the athletics and traditions coordinator for SGA
Most students in line supported the system.
"I like that people can't cut
in.line," senior music major
Benjamin Agranoff said.
Agranoff received voucher
number 355. "Having to stay
overnight brings out !:lie true
fans."
SGA said it would randomly check vouchers throughout
the night to be sure that all
students remained, but only
one such check occurred Any
student not present forfeited
their voucher.
The last voucher was
claimed around midnight.
''.About 800 students total
showed up throughout the
night," Delanois said "People
showed up at about 5 a.m. and
we had to tum them away."
Chris Moody, a graduate
student, arrived at 5 a.m. and
got in line only to be told he
could not get a ticket without
a voucher.
"I came from Clermont,"
Moody said. "There were a
few people standing by the

gates, some people packing
tents. I was the 20th or 30th
person in line and a member
of Rowdy Knights told me
that if I didn't have a voucher
I couldn't get a ticket."
Moody said he did not
know about the voucher System and would have planned
differently if he had known.
"The e-mail said 'come out
at 7 a.m., ·first come, first
served"' Moody said of the email sent out by SGA on
Wednesday. "They have to
have better communication."
Communication was a
problem in 2005 when students complained of poor
promotion by SGA, but this
year students were more
informed, Delanois said
"Most people knew about
[the vouchers]," Delanois
said. "They came up to the
table. They figured it out."
Delanois said that SGA ·
made a greater effort to
inform students. Aside from
the rules being published in
the Future on Friday, he created a Facebook group with
over 1,000 members and sent
out an e-mail on Wednesday.
Students who camped out
received free pizza and
doughnuts as well as giveaways such as T-shirts and
backpacks. They passed time
by playing cards, studying and
sleeping; others brought TVs,

SUN 10:45AM & 6:30PM

experience for forensic science
freshman Morgan Joseph.
"I love spending time with
kids and this sounded like a great
opportunity to brighten a kid's
day," Joseph said. "I will defmite. ly do this again."
Ferguson said that there will
be more opportunities to work
With the Central Florida Miracle
League on Oct. 27 and Nov. 17.
Because space is limited volunteers are encouraged to sign up
early. ·
For more information about
Volunteer UCF, visit their web
site at http://www.vucf.getinvolveducf.com

game consoles and laptops.
McGlown and Pearson pitted UCF vs. USF during a
NCAA 2008 match on their
friend's Xbox 360. USF was
losing at the time of the interview, a feat which they
claimed was "not on purpose."
''.A lot of people just came
out to hang out with their
friends;' Delanois said "I saw
groups of people studying
together and some throwing a
football around."
At 7 a.m., students lined up,
clutching their vouchers.
"I feel like Willy Wonka,"
freshinan business major
Danny Martin said.
By 8 a.m. there were 15
unclaimed tickets that were
forfeited to students on the
waiting list.
The 600th ticket was given
to early education major Katie
Carlton. She said she was
happy because she's a big
football fan.
Qverall, SGA considers the
event a success.
"It went well - there's not .
a systein that's going to be
perfect,'' Delanois said. "My
goal was to make it fair to the
fans; especially the ones that
showed up at four in the afternoon. With first come, first
serve, the dedicated fans are
going to get there early."

Boyce A. Hornberger MD
Board Certified Allergy and Immunology
Adults and Children

407-380-8700
Local Pollen Counts
www.eastorlandoallergy. com
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SGA Vice President Logan Berkowitz rests as Brandon Delanois and other SGA officials check vouchers for students who had been
waiting for USF tickets throughout the night and early morning. Berkowitz stayed up all night running errands for the giveaway.
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Boreal is being logged 'at a rate of two
acres a minute, 24 hours a day, further
contributing to the fact that worldwide
deforestation is the second largest conAmazon Village Mall
tributor to global warming emissions,
11100 E. Colonial Dr. #127 • Orlando, FL32817 • 407-273-5020
behind energy production.
18+ • ID Required
They also state that 90 percent of the
world's paper is currently manufactured
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the pulp and paper industry is the fifth
largest industrial consumer of energy; in
the U.S., it is the third.
In addition, the Boreal serves as one
of the world's largest terrestrial storehouses of carbon. When the forest is
destroyed by clear-cut iogging, the carbon is released into the atmosphere, further contributing to the causes of global
warming, ForestEthics said.
"The Boreal is a huge carbon storehouse so it's a good protector against
global warmirig, and as it's being clearcut all that carbon is being released into
the atmosphere,'' Van Doren said. "So
destroying the Boreal Forest is essentially hurting the environment in a lot of different ways all over the world, not just
that one particular ecosystem."
The activists are calling on Sears to
implement a procurement policy. The
policy asks that Sears stop purchasing
paper that comes from endangered forest regions, maximize post-consumer
recycled paper in their products, and
implement strategies to reduce their
paper use overall. They are also asking
that any remaining virgin fiber be certifled by the Forest Stewardship Council.
In an e-mailed response, Sears Holdings Corp. spokesman Chris Brathwaite
stated, "Sears Holdings has developed a
paper · policy to address many of the
issues that non-governmental organizations (like ForestEthics) have raised and
we continue to progress .with practices
to support that policy.
"We are actively engaged with our
suppliers and industry associations to
continuously improve on our prudent
use of natural resources."
He also elaborated on the issue in a
phone conversation, citing Land's End, a
catalog owned by Sears, as an example of
their environmental initiatives.
"Land's End, for example, has
reduced its catalog paper consumption
by more than 30 percent over the last
three years," Brathwaite said. "So obviously catalogs, Land's End in particular,

so~/as

.

sources, and shall set goals as
it
can determine the likely availabiljty of
such fiber sources in the marketplace ..."
ForestEthics and Eco-Advo;J
· a.t s fmd
this policy insufficient.
"The policy contains no co
"tment
to continuously improve efific"ency in .
use of paper, meaning it doesn' set any
benchmarks to reduce the
ount of
paper they're sending out," Cas ady said.
''When a policy doesn't have y bench-

,
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Eco-Advocates members Alison Van Doren and Evy
Courlides help kick off a campaign against Sears by tabling
outside the Student Union Tuesday. The members
recruited students to sign postcards showing their
disapproval of the Sears catalog paper source policy.

are an important way that we communicate with our customers, but we are
looking and have been looking at ways to
more prudently use natural resources
for several years."
· The activists, however, think otherwise.
"We've been meeting with the company over. the past six months and we
have raised concerns about their current
environmental practices and they've
been willing to meet with us but they've
m~de no commitment to change their
policy," said Ginger Cassady, Senior
Paper Campaigner for ForestEthics.
According to Sears' paper policy, the
company's preferred supplier program
for paper suppliers gives purchasing
preference to those "who otherwise
meet SHC's price, reliability and quality
requirements based on the suppliers'
verifiable environmental performance."
The policy states that they evaluate suppliers based on their -pollution prevention, responsible forest management,
transparency, and sustainable managed
fiber.
The company also states in its policy
that "In particular, SHC shall seek to
increase the use of managed fiber in its
catalogs, cardboard and internal office
paper supplies. SHC recognizes the
importance of setting realistic goals on
the use of recycled paper containing
PCR · and virgin fiber from certified

marks or timeliness we fee~1 that policy is defmitely lacking."
In particular, the activists laim that
the policy contains no co
"tment to
eliminate endangered forest ources, to
increase levels of FSC certifiep and postrecycled content in all ~ood-based
products, to improve efficie:qcy in use of
paper, as well as no commitment to
accountability for compliance within the
policy:.
d
"The policy doesn't require a equate
supply chain-of-custody tracking and
verification that are essential to any
effective effort to ensure supplier compliance with a procurement policy," Cassady said. "So there's no enforcement
mechanism stated in the policy in the
event of noncompliance. Also, they're
doing their own auditing, which we fmd
to be controversial
"Unless those mechanisms are put in
place, this is not a strong poliqy."
Excited by the prospect of changing
Sears' policy, Eco-Advocates members
are gearing up for what they hope will be
an effective campaign semester.
"Sears gives out thousands of catalogs
and nobody knows that most of them are
coming from trees in endangered
forests, so it's awesome to help out with
this campaign and with an organization
that has proved it can really make a difference," said Eco-Advocates member
Evy Courlides. "The last campaign
against Victoria's Secret was a huge success and they have since adopted sustainable paper policies. I'm really excited
to get to work on it."
ForestEthics, with the help of EcoAdvocates, has run effective catalog
campaigns in the past. It's previous campaign dubbed 'Victoria's Dirty Secret' .
ended successfully with Victoria•s
Secret's parent company, Limited
Brands, announcing it would no longer
source its catalogs from endangered
forests. Other leaders in the movement
include Dell, Williams-Sonoma, Staples,
Home Depot and Estee Lauder.
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Voter registration
to show strength

YOUR CATERING
IOLUTIONlll
BOX LUNCHES. PLATTERS. PARTIES!

DELIVERY ORDERS will include a delivery
charge of 25C per item (•t-1oc).

FREEBIES

(SUSS & CLUBS ONLY)

Onion, lettuce. alfalfa sprouts. tomato. mayo. sliced
cucumber, Dijon mustard. oil & vinegar. and oregano.

I WE DELIVER! 7 DAYS A WEEK !fr
ORLANDO

11565 UNIVERSITY BLVD.

407.275.5911

''YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JONN'S!"
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tions council
and
SG.Ns
Scholarship Program."
director
of
Hollinger said the FSA is
governmental
working on the languageabout
affairs, also
the tech fee in the bill
attended the
"It really is not what we
meeting Fri[the FSA] want as far as the Berkowitz
day.
tech fee," Hollinger said. "So
Pecoraro
now we have to go and talk to
said that the
legislators, and our lobbyist governmental relations counhas been doing a lot of work to cil is planning a voter registrakind of fix the language in that tion drive.
bill, and if it is going to be a
The drive will pit each of·
part of that bill that already the 11 universities against each
exists, regarding the tuition, other in a competition to see
then we need to get some bet- which .university can get the
ter language in there.
most students registered to
"Right now it just says you vote, Hollinger said.
can do a tech fee, but it can't
Hollinger said it is imporbe covered by Bright Futures tant for students to register to
and a couple of other things, vote "so they can be a part of
but we don't want that. We the process and a part of the
don't want it to be like that." . decisions that are made in our
Hollinger said that if the state, especially in regards to
tech fee does go through, they different things related to
wouldn't want to enact it higher education. It is really
unless the UCF student body important that students . are
voted for it in a referendum empowered and can go out
election.
there and make changes."
"[UCF already has] a lot of
Voter registration forms
the things that the tech fee is are available at UCF on
trying to put on different cam- \fednesdays from 10 a.m. to 2
puses," Hollinger said.
p.m. near the Student Union
FSA Chairman Ryan Mose- patio and available during
ley is also concerned with the office hours in the SGA office,
language of the tech fee, and located on the second floor of
said that they are trying to the Union.
remove it.
Getting students registered
However, Moseley said the to vote is one more way to
5 percent increase will help send a message to the state
Florida's universities.
legislature regarding matters
''We were very enthusiastic Of higher education, Pecoraro
about
[the
5
percent said.
increase]," Moseley said. ''We
"We would like to
as an organization want to see announce to the state that our
quality and access [to classes] students are informed; they're
both improve. We believe that aware of what is going on and
this marginal increase will we are at the point now where
provide a benefit to our uni~ you can't count on us being
versities."
apathetic anymore," Pecoraro
·
In addition to monitoring said.
the legislation, the FSA is curPecoraro said the Legislarently researching issues that · ture will have no choice but to
it could make a priority in the notice the student body.
future, such as mandatory
"By being able to take our
health insurance, full funding · \.oter registration efforts and
from the state for every stu- say, 'we're encouraging our
dent in Florida, and a commit- students to become active in
ment from the Florida Legisla- the political process and
ture for long-term funding for understand what's going on,'
higher education.
[the Legislature] can't turn a
Maria Pecoraro, chair of blind eye to us anymore," Pecthe FS.Ns governmental rela- •oraro said.
FROM
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Halloween Horror Nights at Universal Studios begins at 6:30pm)
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8 Haunted Houses, The Rocky Horror Picture Show Tribute,
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PADRICK BREWER
{

Sports Editor

Dump
all the
'clutch'
Chatter

l

MVP talent is not
marred by playoffs

S

PHOTOS BY ANDY JACOBSoifii I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The UCF Women's Soccer team celebrates after scoring the game-winning goal in the Knights' 1-0 win over East Carolina on Sunday. UCF scored with 58 seconds left in the second.overtime.

Knights pound
home late goal to
beat East Carolina
PADRICK BREWER
Sports Editor

Through 109 minutes of
pouring rain, stifling heat and
more rain, the UCF Women's
Soccer team battled East Carolina on Sunday in a match
that came down to the final
minute.
The Knights put their conditioning and stamina on display in their 1-0 double-overtime victory, one that
culminated with sophomore
Yvonne George's fifth goal of
the year.
George took a pass from UCF's Yvonne George, 3, scores the lone goal for UCF on Sunday. With 58 seconds left in double overtime, George netted her third gamesophomore Courtney Whid- winning goal. She was named the Conference USA Offensive Player of the Week on Monday for the second time this season.
den near the right of the box
and slammed it home with 58
Against an ECU team (7-2often and almost got a quick
seconds remaining in the sec- 2 overall, 1-1 in C-USA) that
score when junior Blair
ond overtime period, allowing had allowed just four goals
Heffner fired a shot that was
the Knights to walk away with coming in, the Knights couldstopped by UCF goalkeeper
their second straight shutout n't start any sort of attack
Jennifer Manis. The Pirates'
win in Conference USA.
"We were sluggish in the
Amy Szilard picked up the
Though UCF (7-2-2 overall, · first," UCF head coach AmanUCF vs. East Carolina
rebound, but her shot was
2-0 in C-USA) ended the da Cromwell said. "The
blocked by a UCF defender.
match with as an intense biggest thing about the first
"We couldn't combine
The Pirates continued to
offensive attack as it has half (as compared) to the rest three passes at once, so we beat UCF to balls and forced
shown all season, the team of the game is that we just kept on 16sing possession, so Manis to make all three of her
that showed up in the first half weren't connecting passes the we were caught in transition"
was its opposite.
PLEASE SEE UCF ON A11
ECU pressed early and
first half ....

1-0

( )

o I just finished watching
the Cleveland Indians
beat the New York Yankees 6-4 to advance to
the American League Chainpionship Series, and I must say I
am saddened just a little.
Not because I wanted the
Yankees to win - I'm a
Boston guy - but because I
was looking forward to a
lengthy October from the best
player in baseball.
No, not David Eckstein, but
Alex Rodriguez.
I wanted him to go out with
a bang and really rub it in the
faces of all the constant
doubters and detractors that
he has faced in his four years
in New York
Rodriguez, who should win
the MVP, has been tom up and
dragged across hot coals for
not being "clutch" enough.
I call shenanigans.
Rodriguez, simply put, is
the best player that most of
you will ever see.
· Anyone who says that he
hasn't performed in the postseason is dabbling in the art of
small sample sizes.
,
This is his batting line in
his postseasot career: .279
batting avera e; .361 on-base
percentage; 1 walks; nine doubles; .483 slugging percentage
and seven hofne runs in 147 atbats.
His power numbers aside,
he is doing ohly marginally
worse than his performance in
the regular s~ason.
You can i~ore strikeouts
and RBI. Stikeouts rarely have
more of a negative impact
than any other out, and RBI is
an antiquatetl measurement
that depends more a player's
teammates ~an his talent.
In reality, Rodriguez has
had a sub-pf' 44 postseason
at-bats - tl(e division series
from 2oos-q1 - which is less
than one-tenth of a season.
That is t\le nature of baseball, where small sample sizes
mean close to nothing.
Compare Rodriguez to the
most clutch of all the clutch
players, Derek "Mr. November" Jeter.
Jeter has had almost a full
season's worth of at-bats in the
postseason, and his numbers
PLEASE SEE
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Knights show progress in another loss
')

RYAN BASS
StaffWriter

Vs. Memphis:
Serna recorded a matchhigh 15 kills in the 3-0 loss
on Sunday. Her kills were 36
percent of her team's overall total. ·

Vs. Memphis:
Petrasic managed 15 digs
for the Knights on Sunday.
She was one of only two
. Knigh.ts to get double-digit
digs in the.match.

I
I

If there has been one trend for this
UCF Volleyball team, it has been its play
in game one of a match.
When the Knights win game one, they
are 6-0, outscoring opponents 150-131 in
that frame. When the Knights lose game
one, they are 2-12, being outscored 330232.
That same trend followed UCF into
Sunday's match with conference foe
Memphis.
The Knights (8-12) were swept for the
sixth consecutive match at the hands of
the Tigers 3-0 - 30-18, 30-26 and 33-31 and fell to 0-6 in Conference USA. The
six consecutive sweeps are one off the
school record of seven, which was set last
season.
UCF hit .000 in game one and committed 10 errors. Memphis hit .345 and
only committed three errors.

3-0
Memphis vs. UCF
'Wejust have to fight from beginning
to the end in the first game," freshman
Blaire Brueggemeyer said "Things will
fall where they may, but we will take the
wins as long as we start off stronger and
not wait so long and [end up playing] a
game of catch-up."
Brueggemeyer and the Knights have
been playing catch-up all season in the
first game of a match. They are 6-14 in
that frame and have been outscored by
opponents 553-490.
"When we get that first win [in a

game] we know we can [have the confidence to win the entire match]," freshman Kristen Petrasic said. 'We just have
to make sure that from the very first
point, we do our little things right."
,Petrasic said that the Knights hav;e had
problems being in the right position to
finish games. She said that the team is
now getting into the right position, but
they just have to learn how to finish.
Petrasic had a match-high 15 digs for the
Knights, who totaled 52 as a team.
"By the third game, I just started not to
think so much, and I started to do the little things that I had to do," Petrasic said
about her overall game, de fensively.
"Once we got to that third game, I realized that we thought we could [win it],
and if I just did my little part and not
think so much then everything would just
work itself together."
The Knights found everything workPLEASE SEE

·~
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Rodriguez deserves more
FROM

j
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UCF senior goalkeeper Jennifer Manis makes·a save in Sunday's 1-0 double-overtime win over East Carolina. In the match, Manis made
three saves, but all of them came in the first half. It was Manis' second consecutive shutout and third of the year.

UCF jumps to 2-0 in C-USA
FROM

•
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saves in the match in the first
hal£
'We were forcing them too
central in the first half,"
Cromwell said. ''.And that's
where all their defense is, and
they're a very good defending
team."
After being shut down for
· about 25 minutes, UCF got its
first real scoring chance when
senior Kate Begley took a free
kick outside the box and put it
directly on goal. ECU goalkeeper Amber Campbell
tipped the ball over the crossbar, but the Knights' offense
seemed ·invigorated.
The Knights almost struck
again when junior Hanna
Wilde sent in a cross that was
headed toward the net by
sophomore Nikki Moore. Her
ball didn't reach the net, but it
was followed by another header, this one from junior
Danielle dos Santos. Dos Santos' shot ~as tipped away by
Campbell and quickly cleared
byECU.
Though the shots were
almost equal in the first halfECU had six; UCF had five the Knights appeared to be
coming alive.
As the sun came out for the
start of the second half, the
Knights started to shine and
the players looked as though
they were more in sync, completing more passes and forcing Campbell to make several
spectacular saves.
"I think from halftime on it
was our game," Cromwell
said. "We were exerting our
will .... ECU is a great defensive team and ... we knew it
vJas going to bC hard to score,"
About 10 minutes in the
half, Wilde sent another ball in
to the box, but sophomore
Amaka Ofuani's header was
wide.

NEWS TO NOTE
NO PLACE LIKE HOME
The Knights are 5-0-2 at the UCF
Soccer Complex this season.They have
outscored their opponents 18-8 in that
span.

BY GEORGE
Sophomore Yvonne George is second
on the team with five goals, but has
scored three game-winners, two of
which came in the past two matches.

THE UNBEATEN PATH
UCF is 3-0-2 in the past five matches,
the longest unbeaten streak of the
year. All of those games have been at
home, and the Knights have four of
seven remaining matches on the road.

CONFERENCE QUEST
The remainder of the schedule for the
Knights comes against Conference USA
opponents. Notable matches include
Sunday at SMU, Oct.19 against UTEP
and at Memphis on Oct. 28.

UCF had a couple other Knights looked as though they
chances, but could not seem had the go-ahead goal.
to solve Campbell.
Moore sent a ball in to the
Wilde had a free kick as the box that was blocked and
end of regulation time bounced to George, but her
approached, but her shot shot was turned away by a divsailed wide, and the teams ing Campbell, and George
entered overtime tied at zero. grabbed her head in disbelief.
The first overtime started
The Knights continued to
off quicker than the second dominate and had scoring
half did for the Knights, with chance after scoring chance,
Whidden getting a pass from although most were stopped
George and sending a shot by Campbell or the ECU
wide left.
defense.
Sophomore
Becca
All the missed opportuniThomas, playing for the first ties were rendered moot
time since missing two match- when George too~ the pass
es, was the beneficiary of crisp from Whidden and ended the
UCF passing.
game with just seconds
George passed to Whid- remaining.
den, who found Thomas, who
"The great thing about this
took a shot that ricocheted off group is they don't ever give
the right post.
up," Cromwell said. "They're
Begley had another free so resilient, and they weren't
kick with about four minutes satisfied with the tie, so in the
left, but it was blocked by a . second overtime, you could
swarm of Pirates standing just tell we were doing everything
inside the box.
possible to stick one in, and
With two minutes left, we did.''
Wilde sent yet another ball in
It was the third game-winto the box, but George's slid- ning goal for George, who was
ing finish was stopped by named the Conference USA
Campbell.
Women's Soccer Offensive
Neither team could man- Player of the Week on Monage anything in the final day.
minute, and the Knights and
UCF's next game will force
Pirates were set to take their it to travel to Tulsa, Okla, on
battle to a second overtime.
Friday for a match against the
Just two minutes in, the Golden Hurricane at 8 p.m.

11000 Collegiate wav

11651 UniVersnv Boulevard

11801 High Tech Avenue

401-211-1616

401-513-9000

401-243-6100

www.morriott.com/mcoce
.• 123 Spacious Rooms
w/double Beds in
Most Rooms
• Courtyard Cafe Open for
Breakfast Doily

www.residenceinn.com/mcore

• Complimentary Full Breakfast
Buffet

• Full Coble with Showtime

• Doily Housekeeping Service

• 2 Meeting Rooms for
up to 40 People

• Room Service by Pizzeria
Uno's Restaurant

straight seasons now. And he
is a bargain.
Here is what New York
has had to pay him over the
past two years: $22.7 million
in 2007 and $21.7 million in
2006. Jeter made $20.6 million in 2007 and $21.6 million
in 2006.
The Yankees somehow
got Tom Hicks, owner of the
Texas Rangers, to give New
York money for taking him
off their hands, and seem
unwilling to actually pay his
full salary.

My wish is that Rodriguez
opts out of his contract, gets
paid his market value by the
luckiest team in the league
and goes on to win seven
World Series titles.
Or I hope that he can at
least find some pl;ice where
he isn't plagued by an ignorant community that constantly critiques his "clutch"
ability.
There is only one place
where the word "clutch"
belongs, and it is in an automotive garage.

Donate Plasma!
Sometimes a Band-Aid is not enough

a.-~---------~---- --

. . . _ . . . ._ . . . .

------~--

Find out how thousands of people save lives and earn extra CA$H by donating plasma
regularly. Plasma is used to make manufacture injectable products for people, including
children, with serious illneses.

DCI Biologicals 1900 Alafaya Trail Suite 500 Orlando 321-235-9100
* $10 Special-New and Return (not donated in the last 6 months)
Bring this ad and receive an extra $5 on your 2nd and 4th donation.
www.dciplasma.com
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laith?

Why believe? God .e xists!
• 105 Fully Equipped Suites

• Outdoor Heated Pool
and Jacuzzi

are only slightly better
than Rodriguez's, plus
Jeter hit home runs at a
poorer rate. ·
Required reading if
you think that this
"clutch" ability exists
would be Baseball
Between the Numbers.
Chapter 1.2 gives a
plethora of information
that basically concludes
that "clutch" ability is
about three percent skill
and 97 percent general
hitting talent combined
with luck.
Perhaps the greatest
summation of what I
thought about Rodriguez's
postseason can be
summed up from firejoemorgan.com: After what
Rodriguez did this season,
which basically amounted .
to strapping the entire
roster on to his back and
carrying them into the
postseason, he could have
gone 0-15 with 15 strikeouts and still have been
infinitely more valuable to
anyone else on the roster.
His greatness doesn't
come at a surprise; he has
played like this for 12

www.morriott.com/mcots

• 99 Fully Equipped Suites

• Complimentary Social Hour
M-TH 5:30p - 7:00p
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•Scientific Evidence
Wed. Oct. 10, 2007

•Philosophical Evidence

• Outdoor Heated Pool, BBQ
Area
• Limited Maid Service

Wed. Oct. 17, 2007
Victorio Antonovski

• Pet Friendly

Why believe? The Bible IS(
historically reliable!

• High Speed Internet Acces~

Wed. Oct. 24, 2007

• High Speed Internet Access

Why believe? The Bible IS
God's Word!
Wed. Oct. 31, 2007
Kyle Hauck
All speeches will be given in October on Wednesdays
at 1 :30 on the Free Speech Green in front of the Math and Physics Building
For more information, you can contact Victoria at victorio84@gmail.com or Kyle at khauck86@gmail.c om
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Four arrested, charged in Memphis
WOODY BAIRD
Associated Press

MEMPHIS, Tenn. - Four men
were charged with murder in the
shooting of a football player on the
University ofMemphis campus during
a botched robbery, authorities said
Devin Jefferson, a 21-year-old stu.dent at the school, was arrested Monday night.
. Authorities said Taylor Bradford, 21,
was targeted for money. He was
rumored to have won more than
$3,000 at a nearby casino the night
before police found him Sept. 30 in his
car, which crashed into a tree a few
blocks from his apartment.
Jefferson was charged with firstdegree murder in the perpetration of
aggravated attempted robbery, Sgt.
Vmce Higgins said He provided information to the three other men charged
in the case, authorities said, but they
did not detail what he might have told
them.
It was unclear Tuesday if Jefferson
had obtained an attorp.ey.
The Memphis men, who were

charged earlier Monday and are not
students at the university, were identified as DaeShawn Tate, 21; Victor
Trezevant, 21; and Courtney Washington, 22. All three were in police
custody. A message seeking comment was left with Tate's attorney;
the other two men had not yet
retained counsel.
One of 300 security cameras on
campus helped lead to the arrests, said
Bruce Harber, director ofpolice services for the university. University President Shirley Raines said it was ''troubling" that it appeared a university
student was involved
'The criminal justice system must
still weigh in on the final judgment on
this matter, but these arrests do confirm the original belief that this was a
targeted attack and not a random act of
violence," Raines said
After the shooting, university officials told students, faculty and staffthat
the suspects had fled the campus, but
the s9iool canceled classes as a precaution.
Bradford was buried over the weekend
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Victor Trezevant, left, Courtney Washington, DaeShawn Tate and Devin Jefferson, a 21-year-old University of Memphis student, were all charged with murder in
the perpetration of attempted aggravated robbery on Monday. The four were arrested and charged in connection with the killing ofTaylor Bradford, a player for
the Tigers. Bradford, whom police found on Sept. 30 after his car hit a tree, was buried over the weekend.

Game 3 goes to the wire
FROM AlO

ing together in that third
game. With the game tied 2626, both teams traded kills on
eight consecutive serves to
even the score at 30-30.
But two straight blocks
from
Memphis'
Kelsey
Labrum did in the Knights and
gave the Tigers the match.
For UCF, sophomore Erin
Campbell registered eight
kills and 14 digs, junior Jenny
Heppert had six kills and five
block assists, and freshman
Kerry Brown had a team-high
.400 hit percentage in the
match.
"That game three was so
good because Blaire came in
and did a good job of just leading," head coach Meg Colado
said. ·"Two of our hitters,
Stephanie Serna and Kelly
Weaver, did a great job."
Serna hit .393 and had a
match-high · 15 kills :while
Weaver added six kills for the
Knights. The 15 kills for Serna
were her most since coming
back from injury almost a
week ago.
"It is great having her
back," head coach Meg Colado said "Her injury was a long

<

NEWSTONOTE
FINISHING STRONG
After dropping the first game 30-18,
the Knights came back and lost the
second game by only four points and
forced the third game to extra points
before losing 33-31.

CEASE AND ASSIST
UCF recorded 40 assists Sunday, four
more than the Memphis Tigers.UCF
was led by Andrea Yoangblood's 20
and Blaire Brueggemeyer's 15.0nly
two other Knights had assists.

HITTING THEIR STRIDE
UCF hit .119forthe match, but was
able to hold Memphis to a .183 hitting
percentage, the lowest percentage in
its six-match losing streak.

CONFERENCE BOTIOM-DWELLERS
UCF was one of onlytwo winless teams
in Conference USA heading into its
match against The Citadelon Tuesday.
Results weren't available at press time.

time-out for us and it took her
a while to get back into the
swing of things, but she is back
now and she certainly proved
that today."
Serna helped lead one of
the best offensive outputs for
the Knights this season. UCF
recorded a match-high 20 kills
and hit .200 in the third game.
'We passed really well and
we got better touches on the
blocks," Colado said. "We
were able to transition kill a
few more balls than we did in
games one and two, and that
was effective for us in getting
those 20 kills."
The Knights came close to
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talcing games two and three in
this match, but again fell short.
'We really have to settle for
not being so tentative at the
end [of games] and actually
going for [the kill] instead of
waiting for the team to make
the error,'' Petrasic said. "It's
almost like we are scared to
attack."
Colado is hoping the
Knights play in games two ~d
three can transfer to game one
in upcoming matches.
"I think if we take the
momentum that w e had in
game three, we can use it to
finish a little bit better in
games," Colado said.

Cowboys win with late FG
BARRY WILNER
Associated Press

ORCHARD PARK, NY. Tony Romo committed five
interceptions and lost a fumble but was able to lead two
last-minute drives, and rookie
Nick Folk kicked a 53-yard
field goal as time expired, giving the Dallas Cowboys an
improbable 25-24 victory over
the Buffalo Bills on Monday
night.
Two of Romo's picks were
returned for touchdowns in
the firs~ half, while his bobble
and his fifth interception
DAVID DUPREY I ASSOCIATED PRESS
came during the fourth quarDallas Cowboys quarterback Tony Romo loses his helmet as he runs under pressure from
ter.
Buffalo Bills' Chris Kelsay during the third quarter of the NFL football game at Ralph
Yet Dallas (5-0) won.
Wilson Stadium in Orchard .Park, N.Y. Dallas won 25-24 with a field goal as time expired.
The Cowboys scored nine
points in the fmal 20 seconds. returned 70 yards by Terence frrst NFL touch came when
Romo drove Dallas 80 yards Newman. Then Romo looked Romo bad1y overthrew Witand hit Patrick Crayton with a for tight end Jason Witten, his ten from the end zone. Wilson
4-yard touchdown pass with favorite receiver. Instead, he scooted in untouched for a 2520 seconds remaining.
found linebacker John DiGior- yard score.
The 2-point conversion try gio at the goal line and DiGiorAnd when Romo went for
failed when Jabari Greer gio returned his first career Witten on his next pass
stripped Terrell Owens of the , pickoff38 yards.
attempt, Angelo Crow ell
ball in the end zone.
It was the third time a pass intercepted.
But Tony Curtis recovered intended for Witten was
But Dallas held, stopping
the onside kick and after two stolen by Buffalo.
Marshawn Lynch's fourthcompletions, Folk nailed his
Yet the Cowboys didn't and-1 run. Then Romo recovfourth field goal, shocking the fold And after their long drive ered nicely, throwing three
sellout crowd that came to cel- to Crayton's touchdown, Sam straight completions to Witebrate the first Monday night Hurd deflected the onside ten and a 14-yarder to Owens
home game for Buffalo (1-4) in kick ahead to Curtis.
before completing a 70-yard
13 years.
Immediately, Romo hit drive with a floater to the tight
It was the second last-sec- Owens, but he couldn't hold end for a 22-yard score early in
ond loss on a field goal this onto a 20-yard pass to the Buf- the second quarter.
season for the Bills; Denver falo 25; officials needed a
It was a temporary
did almost the same thing in replay review to overturn the reprieve. After Buffalo staged
the opener.
original call.
a superb 15-play, 73-yard drive
Buffalo made nearly all the
Romo completed two more to Rian Lindell's 24-yard field
key plays, including intercep- passes and Folk, after having goal, Kelsay made his spectactions for touchdowns by his first try from 53 yards ular solo effort to give Buffalo
George Wilson and Chris Kel- negated by a Bills timeout, a 17-7 lead. The defensive end
say and a 103-yard kickoff run- won it.
deflected Romo's pass high
back by Terence McGee.
Folk also made field goals into the air at the Dallas 2,
'We made too many big of 47, 29 and 37 yards.
then caught it in the end zone.
plays to lose that game,"
Buffalo built its lead on
Moments later, Romo
McGee said. "It just seemed those huge plays.
threw a weak sidearm pass
we had it won. We were one
Wilson spent most of last that Greer picked off at the
play short."
season on the practice squad Dallas43.
In position to clinch it, before being converted to
The four first-half picks
TI:ent Edwards' pass from the safety this year.
were one more than the total
Dallas ll-yard line was tipped
He started in the injury- that Romo had thrown in the
by DeMarcus Ware and depleted secondary and his previous four games.
?,-\>
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READER VIEWS

WHOA, WAIT.• DID ANYONE BUY
USF GAME TICKETS THAT
ACTUALLY WANTS TO GO TO THE
GAME? NO? WE' RE ALL SCALPERS?
AWESOME.

Student believes that
war is never in style

•

SPAIN FISCHER I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

OUR STANCE
,

Case and Pointe:
Critne happens

'

P

•

egasus Landing.
Reading that name
probably already gave you
flashing images of car thefts,
robberies and guns. Maybe the
term "ghetto" even crossed your
mind.
'
Pegasus Landing gets such a
terrible reputation and it's completely inaccurate. Right now,
Landing is putting extra security
measures to improve its reputation and keep its residents safe.
It's great and all, but statistics
show they aren't the only ones
that should be barring up.
The image and reputation
most people associate with the
affiliated-housing complex is
misinformed. Pegasus Landing is
actually the least of your worries. All over the UCF area
crimes are common and apparently so are drugs and alcohol.
This year Orlando was rated
No. 25 on the most dangerous
cities list. We live in a dangerous
city, where crime is on the rise:
People should be more scared to
live in Orlando than to to fear
Pegasus Landing specifically.
According to 2006 police
reports, there were a total of 485
crimes committed on the main
campus, Pegasus Pointe and
Pegasus Landing. Of those
crimes, 313 were related to drugs
and alcohol. The remaining 171
crimes consisted of robbery,
aggravated assault, burglary,
motor vehicle theft and arson.
One forcible sex offense was
reported in 2006 on-campus.
Of the 171 crimes, 56 occurred
on-campus, 65 occurred at Pega-

sus Pointe and 50 occurred at
Pegasus Landing. Pegasus Pointe
has the majority of overall criminal activity.
But, when you narrow down
what crimes occur more often in
certain areas, it gets a bit more
interesting. ·
Pegasus Pointe had the most
burglaries. Pointe had 57 cases in
2006, beating both Landing and
the main campus by 19 and 21,
respectively. Robberies occurred
more at Pegasus Landing, with
seven and beating Pointe by six
and campus by four. It also had
eight motor thefts beating Pointe
and campus by one and two
cases, respectively.
The most aggravated assaults
happened on the main campus,
which had eight occurrences.
Campus also had the most
crimes involving alcohol and
drugs. Maybe the crime rate
should be the least of our worries with all the drug and alcohol
abuse problems. In the past two months, there
have been 361 cases on the
police activity log. Once you
exclude traffic stops, the Baker
Act, aid to injured or ill people
and traffic accidents, it reduces·
to 290 crimes. Of those, 136 were
on-campus, 25 were at Pegasus
Pointe and 24 were at Pegasus
Landing. It sure sounds like a lot
more is happening on-campus.
After observing records from
2004 and 2005, all three areas
have had an increase in crime.
All have more than 50 but less
than 60 crimes, excluding drug
and alcohol related ones.

Of course, you must take into
consideration the difference of
populations between on-campus
and off-campus housing. About
6,036 people live on-campus and
3,756 live in the affiliated housing. For every one person oncampus there is 35 crimes and
for every one person off-campus
there are 31 crimes.
When the Future's archives
were searched, only five stories
appeared reporting criminal
activity at Landing. Five stories
- that's it. Why the bad reputation? Who knows?
What we do know is that the
.difference in the number of
crimes occurring at each of the
locations isn't very significant. If
you think one of those areas is
bad, well, it isn't much better
than any of the others. If you
think it doesn't sound too bad,
then good for you.
Plain and simple, you aren't
more likely to get shot at Landing than on-campus. Bodies
aren't dropped off in the front of
Landing and you won't die within six months of moving in. We'll
assume the bad reputation began
when there was a murder during
Christmas break between two
non-residents in 2004, but that's
the only reported case.
We live in a city where crime
is a problem. Unfortunately,
there's no guarantee you'll never
be affected by crime. Crime happens everywhere and can happen anywhere. Keep safe and
always be aware of your surroundings. It's not a guarantee,
but it's a start.

An apple each day will
send your paycheck away
"

on top of classes and other activities, the
I went to the grocery store yesterday
last thing you want to worry about is cookbecause, well, I needed groceries.
ing. "That's why most of the time, swinging
I bought a bag of apples, a bag of carthrough the Mickey D's drive-thru is somerots, grapes and a couple containers of
what more rational than grilling some
non-fat yogurt.
chicken and steaming some vegetables.
Doesn't sound like much right? It wasn't. But regardless, somehow my purchase
What's even worse is the fact that even
healthy junk food is expensive. Yes, that
totaled close to $30. Crazy, isn't it?
kind of sounds like an oxymoron, but it's
This happens to me all the time, and
true.
rm sure it happens to most of you. Something that has bothered me for years now.
MELISSA HEYBOER
For example, you can find the 100-caloWhy, in a society that strives for healthiEditor-in-Chief
rie cracker and cookie packs, and you
er living and in a time when the majority
think, ''maybe this will be an inexpensive
healthy alternative."
of people are overweight, is it more expensive to eat
healthy?
.
Not.
I can go to the store and buy a basketful of health
In reality, these healthy snacks are twice the price
food and spend upwards of $50, or I can go shopping of a regular box of crackers or bag of cookies. And
on top of that, healthy packaged food is usually less
and buy a cart full of ramen noodles, mac and
dense. Meaning that there's less in the package than
cheese, etc ... and spend about the same amount.
your unhealthy counterpart - and yet it still cost
It's frustrating for anyone when you're strolling
more.
through the aisles of the grocery store and a fresh
doughnut is cheaper than an apple. It has never
What it comes down to is the fact that these days,
people aren't paying for the food they buy; they're
made much sense to me.
paying for the healthiness ofit.
There are articles, surveys and plenty of critics
urging people to eat healthy - complaining about
Really. it's a lose-lose situation. And it shouldn't
how obese our country is getting. But people strugbe. So when you make your trip to the grocery store,
gling with this very thing can't help themselves it becomes much easier to buy three bags of potato
chips as opposed to one bag of grapes. Unfortunately
because they can't afford to.
As for college students, this idea is even more of
the price is about the same.
I hate to say it, but I think it's true what most peoan issue. 'frying to eat healthy on a student budget is
ple say about eating - it's elitist. Wealthier people
almost next to impossible.
Most experts would dispute this point saying that simply have the option to eat healthy, while people
struggling financially don't.
all it takes is a little effort to eat healthy. And while
that might be true, I know many students, including
For a lot of people, they suck it up and spend the
extra money to be healthy. Unfortunately not everymyself: don't have time for effort.
one has that luxury.
When you're working a 40-plus hour a week job
~
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At "Difficult Discussions: Iraq," on
Oct. 3, I was extremely confused when I
looked around to absorb my surroundings. The first thing I noticed was a girl
sporting a bag that said, "A Marine in
Iraq Loves Me," and another girl with a
hememade T-shirt that said, "My
Marine Loves Me." I was completely in
awe that having a loved one in Iraq has
turned into a fashion statement. What
really got me was that the m,essenger
bag wasn't even handmade; it was purchased from somewhere. These men are
not on vacation, it's not like they are
sending you their love from the
Bahamas while they are hanging on the
beach.
I know that these ladies are just trying to support their boyfriends, brothers, friends, or whomever the man in
question might be to them, but don't
you think your guy would rather be sitting at home on his couch, playing his
Xbox, rather than dodging bombs and
bullets?
Throughout history, the young
American Marine has always been portrayed as a hero on the home front, but
shouldn't his loved ones be at home, trying to find a solution to bring him back
to them, instead of using it to milk sympathy from others?
If you don't want to seem like the
damsel in distress, woe-is-me my
boyfriend is overseas, try doin19something that will legitimize what he is
doing. Write him letters, start a
fundraiser for the Marines that are serving, start a support group for young girls
that have boyfriends overseas, don't
make a T-shirt that puts your struggles
on display; it mocks others that are suffering quietly at the deployment of their
loved one.
rm not saying that rm not sympathetic or that any of these ladies is not
struggling. I fully support the men that
are bravely defending their country in
an unjust war, but don't let their efforts
fall to the wayside. Use your situation to
benefit others in the same boat. Don't
use your boyfriend's lionhearted actions
to legitimize yourself as an American.
Having someone close.to you overseas
it not authorization for you to have a
superiority complex; it should be a reason for you to join others and help bring
a stop to the disaster of Iraq, end your
troubles and bring him home safely.
Also, I resent what was said by one of
the College Republican speakers, in reference to those that were there representing the left wing. "rm sick and tired
of tho~e that hate this country." Just
because we don't support the war doesn't mean we hate this country - it
means the exact opposite.
College Democrats and Students for
a Democratic Society are reaching out
and looking for another solution to this
war because they are passionate about
what America could be if we stopped
this imperializing, life-ending political
machine.
So think before you speak on behalf
of an organization and on behalf of
yourself next time, or you'll end up
looking like an insensitive ass that
makes speculations about those that feel
differently, again.
JULIANN DINICOLA
ART HISTORY

Police can't be relied
on for everything
A couple recent events, the deaths of
Ruschak and Barwick and the armed
robbery at Pegasus Landing, brought my
attention to one very important document: the U.S. Constitution. I'm specifically referring to the Second Amendment, which guarantees the right to bear
arms.
In response to a recent article,
"Thagedy exposes gaps in state laws," I
would like to point out ·that it is not the
job of the local police to baby-sit individual citizens. Police are not legally
obligated to attend to individual citizens; rather, they are obligated to attend
to the population at large.
Domestic violence laws are already
out of hand; as it stands, if a neighbor
. calls the police to report a domestic dispute, and if the police arrive only to find
out that the two were simply having a
loud, nonviolent argument, someone
must still go to jail.
I understand that this law is in place
to protect women who are too afraid to
let the police take their part:Ilers to jail,
but in doirig this the law has traded justice for safety.
While the afore-mentioned article
says it would have helped to have a
police officer stationed in front of her
home, I think it would have been just as
effective if Barwick had had a gun in hel'.
lap.
The article regarding Pegasus Landing was disturbing to say the least, given
that I also live in that apartment complex. In the contract that all residents

sign at Pegasus Landing, there is a section regarding possessi0n of firearms;
residents are not allowed to have them. I
am fairly certain that just about all student-affiliated ap~ent complexes and
dormitories have similar clauses in their
contracts. It is regulations like this that
make criminals feel secure in walking
into an apartment, armed and even
unarmed, and taking everything from it.
I would say that gun laws are about
right, but the social taboo associated
with owning guns is way off. People
seem to think that owning or wanting to
- own guns and keep them in one's home
for means of protection is a little nutty.
''What do you need a gun for," they
would think, ''Unless you have enemies
or you are a criminal?" It is as if owning
a gun is some kind of faux pas.
If you want to know what an innocent, well-meaning citizen needs a gun
for, these are two very fine examples.
The founding fathers expected us to
defend our own homesteads; they
would be disgusted to see police standing guard in front of someone's home
because they were getting death threat s.
Being able to and knowing you are able
to defend yourself, if need be is, part of
feeling secure in one's person. It is also
your natural, constitutional and American right, and it is a shame that so few
people understand and take advantage
of this simply because it has been made
to be so taboo.
Whenever I can afford a gun, I will
be getting one. In the meantime, I will
keep a ratchet on my nightstand and
close at hand.
HEIDI RAE HOSMER
PSYCHOLOGYAND POLITICALSCIENCE

Reader saddened by
atrocities in Myanmar
Last week, I opened an e-mail to find
a link to the BBC website and one question from my mother: "Have you heard
about Myanmar?" Not more than a
month ago, I had visited the nation as
part of a summer staff for an international travel company called Rustic
Pathways.
But the BBC link told of a Myanmar I
had not seen. Riots had broken out in
Rangoon, the old capitol of Myanmar,
also known as Burma. I learned that
monks and Burmese people filled the
streets, protesting for democracy
against the oppressive regime. The
result: at least 10 people were dead, the
monasteries were locked down by the
regime and monks had been beaten and
imprisoned.
And here I was in the U.S., cushioned
with my freedom and unable to provide
aid. My heart ached in a way as never
before when I recognized the streets fill
with rioters in the photos featured on
the BBC network.
I can easily recall my introduction to
Myanmar, riding on a two-lane road,
half-gravel, half-blacktop. It was hot, die
air thick with humidity. I could see
sweat forming on my shoulder, the
droplets sliding down my arm and onto
the seat.
Outside my window on the tour bus,
I noticed a billboard on the comer of
the street. It said: do not listen to foreigners or anyone outside of the government. These people, the sign continued,
were liars and not to be trusted.
About that time, I noticed many people hard at work on the road. They were
men, women and children, each displaying a dark-tan complexion. Their faces
were leathery, prematurely aged by the
sun and outdoor labor. Most were so
thin there was little muscle separating
their skin from their bones. As they
scattered gravel from their basket to the
ground, some were so bent you could
see their spine had formed into an irreversible hunchback.
"They aren't paid," my boss, seated
next to me, said, as if he had read my
thoughts. "They are forced to work."
One of our first outings was to an
open-air market in Bagan. Immediately
after exiting our bus, we were swarmed
by people because tourists are scarce.
Grabbing my arms, pulling on my shirt,
these people were desperate for money.
I saw opium scales, but had been
warned earlier by our guide not to purchase any, in fear that the government
would hide little smears of opium on or
in the scale, giving them a reason to
arrest us.
The current bloodshed, I've since
learned, is hardly new.
In July 1988, some 5,000 innocent
· people were killed after students
protested against the ruling junta outside the Rangoon Institute of Technology. Before the killing began, a general
warned the students, ''When the Army
shoots, it shoots straight."
Now, mere weeks since I left Myanmar, the Burmese people have risen
again in favor of democracy. This time
they are following the monks, hot students, though it sadly appears the outcome will be the same as before.
KATIETRACV
INTERPERSONAL ANDORGANIZATIONALCOMMUNICATIONS
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PAYMENT METHODS

Online:
9 a.m. day before publication

VISA, MC, AMEX,
Discover, Cash, Check

Phone, fax, in person:

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse Rd. behind Chick-Fil-A

5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 +OK 800-965-6520 x 107.

INBOUND SALES 10am-7pm or 4pmmidnight. $500 sign on bonus with
benefits. Call today and start tomorrow.
Call Danny 407-284-1589

An Online Wholesale/distributing
company requires the services of
an onllne assistant to handle
bllllngs,payments and the end
completion of transactions.The
Job is online and you can work
from any part of the country.Contact d_kilgore@hotmail.com

MONEY FOR COLLEGE
Finish your college degree while
serving in the U.S. Army Reserve. Get
hands-on experience and an additional
paycheck every month. In the U.S.
Army Reserve, you will train near
home and serve when needed. Earn
up to $23, 700 for college costs and
$4,500 in tuition assistance per year,
plus enlistment bonuses up to $20,000.
To find out more, call 407-281-1274.

Experienced childcare needed
for young toddler starting January
2008. Schedule 3 or 4 days per week,
6 to 7 hours. Looking for long term with
right person. Our home or yours in
Tuskawila I downtown Oviedo. Susan
(407) 435-2934.
Place your ad in minutes!
Call 407-447-4555 or enter online at
www.KnightNewspapers.....'Om/classifieds

CLASSIFICATIONS
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Rate
Help Wanted: General
C
Help Wanted: Part-Tsne C
HelpWanted:Full-Tane C
Business Opportunities 8
For Rent Homes
8
For Rent Apartments
8
Roommates
A
5ublease
A
For Sale: Homes
8
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Receptionist
Part time position - 4 hours Monday - Friday
Must be reliable, and
detail oriented.
Please apply online to
www.carleycorp.com .
Wanted- Full Time/ Part Time
computer data entryENTRY level- understanding of HTML
and Front Page proficiency a MUSTbilly@ticketmomma.com or call 407729-1952
PIT Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
Locations in Orlando and Sanford
•••www.dogdayafternoon.net••• email
resume to info@dogdayafternoon.net

Bento Cafe Downtown
New, trendy Pan-Asian Cafe Hiring
Sushi Chefs, Wok Chefs, Servers &
Kitchen Staff; flex hrs PIT or FIT;
reliable, friendly. 954-829-5544.

Outback Steakhouse Lake
Underhill Now hiring line cooks.
exp.only Apply In person MonThurs. 1-3pm or call for an
appointment. 407-275-9440
UCF area! Dean and Aloma. Looking
for 20+ hour a week Nanny to help with
my 11 year old daughter. Easy job but
will need own transportation. Will need
you to pick her up from school M-F at
3 :40 . So will need fixed 3-6 M-F but can
pick up more hours before 3 or after
6. Very flexible. Interested in help with
running errands, light house work,
cooking dinner, grocery shopping,
helping with 6th grade homework. If
available, Wednesday nights and
weekends once in a while but not
required. Call Alan 407-227-3073

"Pay Off Your Student
Loans & Graduate Debt Free"
No Hype...No Lies... No Schemes
JUST RESULTS!
Part-tlme... Full-Time... Anytlme
lwbabb@embarqmall.com

SeaWorld, Discovery Cove and Busch Gardens are seeking
Customer Service Representatives. If you are a high energy,
go-getter who would enjoy helping guests plan their vacations, our
Orlando Call Center could be the start of a whole new career for you.

INVESTOR
SEEKS TRAINEE
$5K - $8K I PT
1-800-417-6360 x 3146

You'll enjoy:

• $9.00/hour ($9.97 in as few as 3 months)
•Call Center Career Growth Potential
• Flexible Part-time Hours
• Paid Training
•Medical Benefits Available

.A 0\1 l N.,..U "-
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Serious, not curious. Self-starter.
Incredible results with drive and
enthusiasm
I'll coach you to success. Training
provided at No Cost.
Earn $41</mo part time.
www.justlearnandearn.com

1

1

GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
Paid Survey Takers Needed In
Orlando. 100% FREE to join.
Ciiek on Surveys.

200~
Homes, condos, duplexes for rent. Go
to www.ORLrent.com to view available
rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty
407-571 -3659
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Work in your neighborhood!

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

WE WORK WITH YOUR
CLASS SCHEDULE
FaclllUes • Hospice • P.rlvate Duty

ECKERD VC>UTH
ALTERNATIVES

C enter Director requires a bachelor's degree '-Vith a min. of
5 yrs exp e rienc e working with juvenile s , including 2 yrs
supervision. Case Manager <incl Counselor candidates
require experience working vvith delinquent/ dependent
youth. Case Manager requires BachcJor's degree in a
human s e rvices field. Clinical Service Coordinator requires
state license with 2 yrs direct care+ I yr supervisory
experie nce . Shift Supervisor Bachelor ' s is preferred with 3
yrs professional e x perience with 2 yrs group vvork.
'
Teacher Aid H .S . dipl oma required Associates prefened.
Valid Florida RN license required and experience preferred
for Nurse.

To apply fax resume stating position t«;>
C. Barwick at 727-442-5911
or apply online at www.eckerdyouth.org
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• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

500 Announcements

600 Traver
700 Worship
800 Miscellaneous

8
B

900 Wanted

8
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Fill in the grid so

1

. . .___TI. . ... .._.
3 bed I 2 bath slngle family
home. Easy access to 417 &
408. Minutes from UCF and
Downtown. Great
location! $1400.00 Available
January 1stll! 954-295-3355
3/1 Home by beach and tech writer job
go hand in hand
3/1- w/d- fenced yard-lawn includedsteps to beach and river. 66 Carol Rd
32176 in ormond beach
IT executive may have tech writer role,
no experience necessary, exposure to
IT helpful. 40-80 hours a month @$3050 hr
joe.jinkster@gmail.com
3/2.5 home in Winter Springs (Oak
Forest sub) available for rent! $1 ,300/mo. $1,000 sec.dep. 1,999 sqft, 2 car
gar, Jacuzzi, large fenced in
backyard. Approx 20 min to
UCF. Jonathan - jmyasko@hotmail.com -or- 865-228-1568
Beautiful 4 BR/2 bath home In
Waterford Lakes with two rooms
available for rent. $500/month,
Including everything. Please contact
Angela at 954-849-1699 for more
Information.
Need 2 dependable, clean roomies for
a 3/2.
Private room, shared
bath. $500/month.
Lake Underhill/Econlockhatchee.
Contact derekbender@gmail.com or
602.561.2610

~

~
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SS

First issue:
Each addl issue:

1 I7

As part of our expansion program
a small company is looking for
part time sales representatives, it
pays $3000 a month plus benefits
and takes only little of your time.
Please contact us for more details.
If you are interested and need
more information,Contact Jerry
Email: jerrysmith_ 007@yahoo.com

EOEM/F/D/V

Rate B

$8
s5

8
A
A

4

2

$5,000. PAID EGG DONORs.-:;:expenses. Non smokers, ages 19-29,
SAT >1100/ACT >24/ GPA 3.0
Contact: info@eggdonorcenter.com

Apply in person at our Staffing Center
Monday-Friday - 9am to Spm
Saturday - 9am to lpm
7007 Sea Harbor Drive
(407) 370-1562

Rate A

325 For Sale: Automotive
350 For Sale: General
375 For Sale: Pets

6 I
9

Flyer distribution & pressure
washer people needed. Must
have transportation, cell & live in the
UCF area. Call 407-359-5901

Qualified applicants need to have at least one year of Call Center
or Customer Service experience and have the ability to work
a minimum of 24 hours, over 3 shifts. Weekend and evening
availability will be required.

RATES

Top Pay I Daily Pay!

3B/2B (2 Masters) Available Aug 1st
Includes W/D and water. Located at
Ventura Golf Comm. 20 mins from
UCF. $990/mo. Call 321-297-6756
Room for Rent Across From New
Stadium. Avail now. No deposit!
Call 407-366-7474
2BED/2BATH Lake View, 2nd Floor.
W/D, Cable & Water Included.
$875/mo.
Call 321-297-6756!!1
2/1 $595/month Across from UCF
Water Included. NO CREDIT CHECKS I
Call Ben @ 407-380-6000
Limited Time Offer
Unfurnished 1OX1 o Bdrm w/ Closet in
Fully Furnished 3bdrm 2bth Home. A
Must See and Pies Are Available
Through Email. $575/month includes
Water, Electric, Internet, Cable TV,
Pest Control, & Lawn Care. For More
Info: (407)409-6206

3

6

3
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·----·-· -·-·---·- Monday puzzle:

6 7

8

that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits 1 through 9
with no repeats.

5

Easy level
Wednesday puzzle:
Medium level

---,____

1
6

2

Friday puzzle:
Hard level

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

,,

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Mint, as money
5 Cogito _ sum
9 Go through an
allowance
14 Square
measure
15 King of a sort
16 Doll
17 College sports
org.
18 Bracket shapes
19 Silly
20 Finished before
22 Sort. of threat
23 Before, formerly
24 Hog haven
25 _ -culottes
26 Hit the slopes
27 Partner in
crime, perhaps
31 Brought to you
(by)
35 Writer Zola
36 Place of great
activity
37 More modern
39 Icelandic
literary work
40 First-stringers
42 Enduring
44 Put up for sale
46 Prize money
47 Silver screen
star
48 Existed
49 NRC forerunner
52 All the rage
55 Of the Far East
57 Painter's tripod
58 Begin moving
59 Jason's ship
60 Expunge
61 Jot
62 Panorama
63 Vertie the
Turtle's creator
64 Pre-owned
65 Fish story
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

.,

,,
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8 Switch
positions
9 Methodological
discipline
·
10 Crime partner?
11 & others: Lat.
12 Square of
three
.1 3 Landowner's
paper
21 Queries
22 Moving vehicle
25 Passover least
26 Conman's trait
27 Felled
28 The South of
France
29 "Paper Lion•
star
30 Oscar winner
DOWN
Patricia
Tippy vessel
31 Counterfeit
Come to pass
Really ticked off 32 Gyro bread
Approach
33 At an end
November event 34 Drive back
The Hoosier
38 Fixed
41 Interferes
Poet
Precious metal 43 Rocket cap

i---
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Last issue solved
45 Diminutive dog
48 Scribble
49 Open
courtyards
50 Type of beaver?
51 Bozo
52 Driving gadgets

53 Very unusual
54 Jacob's twin
55 "Miss
Regrets"
56 Word before
blue or bean
58 Tex. campus

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

o)

1 ROOMMATE WANTED
to share great home w/3 UCF females ,
min. from campus. Lake, yard, Internet,
private room, priv 1/2 bath. All incl.
$525. Details & photos :
www.wlakeshouse.com
Room for rent in 3/2 house near UCF.
$450/mo + 1/3 util. Male preferred.
W/D, storage and garage.
407-341-7150
212 Condo for rent near UCF. Both
rooms available!!! 550/mo plus 1/2
utilities. Cable already included, gated,
wood floors, pool and tennis new appl.
Call 954-294-4365
M or F roommate needed for 3/2 condo
Close to UCF. Gym, pool,
321 -292-3480

$480/mo PRICE IS NEGOTIABLE In a
4/2 male apt. Includes utilities and is
furnished. Pegasus Point right next to
mail hut, guest parking, pool, gym, and
rec area. Shuttle stops right next to
apt. Call (954) 655-9043
Apartment for sublease in Science
Drive! Available December 15th. Will

Housekeeper and Cleaner.
Homes, Condo's and Offices.
Flexible schedule, reasonable prices
and references available. Call
407-590-2697 or 407-702-6525.

1 Female Roommate N/S Available
ASAP. $475 includes utilities. No pets
Dean Rd. KellyRoop @hotmail.com
609-330-3673
3Bed avail in house. 5 min from UCF!
Kitchen and living room furnished
Bedroom size: 13x10. his internet,
W/D, cable incld. $500/mo
Call 407-435-4892 or 407-435-4904
10 min. to UCF Large room with priv.
bath & extra storage $475/mo 1OX8
$375. $200 sec.dep. All utils incl. Furn.
Call Steve 407-267-4982
Private 1/1 available in a 3/2 Apt. w/
family. Female only. Includes utilities.
$430 per month. Call 407-716-2782.
Lv. Message.
Roommate to share Beautiful 2/2
Condo available Nov.1- furnished.wood floors,cath.ceilings,balcony,w/d,new appllances,-1/2 mile from
UCF,pool,gym.tennls courts-utillties,cable lncluded.$650-Call Josh @813·
763-2056
Private House -- Room for Rent!
Close to UCFNalencia, Private Bath.
$395/mo. Includes utilities.
One female roommate only!!!
Available Now II! Call (561) 543-6685!!!

5 minutes to UCF
5 2/2 Condos available on all floors.
Appl incl.W/D. Scrnd porch. Low condo
fees. Incl. water, basic cable, etc.
Starting at $129,900 Realty USA Inc.
407-721 -8874

Beds: All brand new. Never-Flip PillowTop Mattress sets. Twins, $100, Full,
$140, Queen, $160, King, $230,
delivery available . 407-331-1941
Bed Set: $900, 6 pc solid wood, sleigh
bed group, never used.
407-831-1322
Futon w/ 8" mat, BRAND NEW, can
deliver. $200 Call 407-831-1322

Top Grade Tutoring. Tutors available in
ALL Math, Science, & English courses.
Contact 407-427 -0067.
www.topgradetutoring.com

UNPLANNED PREGNANCY?
ADOPTION is a lovlng choice.
A warm, caring, loving, financially
secure, happily married couple Is
looking to adopt a baby. Lots of love
and a secure future Is promised.
Expenses paid. Call Karen o r Stan at
Brenner Law Offices bar#260101

"

1-800-362-9660
USED BOOKSTORE
Fiction & non-fiction; sci-Ii, mystery,
new age, comics, textbooks & more.
Cash for your textbooks, credit for
your books. VEDA'S BOOKS, 9442
E Colonial between Econ Trail & 417
vedasbooks.com 407-380-5400

Pool Table: 8' professional series
furniture style table, carved legs,
oversized 1" slate, leather pockets. All
BRAND NEW. Retail $4,000; Must sell
$1350. Set-up available. 407-831 -1322

Opportunity to join the most
exciting museum in Orlando!
Membership Manager.

Full time position at the Orlando Science Center. Cand idates must h<lve
excellent <:ummunicittion 1tnd interpersonal skills. The dutiet1 include conducting me1'.Ilbership
campaigns, building .lllember rela ti onships, cceale and impl emen t m e.111bec events. Coll ege degree and

excellent computer skills r e qufred.

Of/site Coordinator.

Fu ll tillle position at the Orlando Scien ce Center. Manage development
and delivery of interactive classroom and assembly-· style science programs to schools, youth groups,
and other organizations throug hout OSC's market area. Candidate Jllust have excellent
communication skills and be detailed oriented. Supervisory experience a plus. Excellent driving
record mandatory.

Actors

needed for part time positions, a t the Orlando Science Ce nter, to present science theater and

other large dnd sm.i.11 format presentations to school and family a udi e nces . Variable h o urs ; requires
wc>Pkday~ wPPkPnd and /or p v eni n g s hi ftR. Improvisational and childrPn'A thc>atPr PxperiP nC P dP.sirPd.

FOE . Ap pl y at: Orlando Science Cen ter H R, Mon.d ay - Sun 10 - 5 pm,
777 Fas t Pr ince ton S t reet , O rl ando FL, 32803 or email

-

HRSperia l i s t ~J o s c.or g.
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• #1 Spring Break Website! 4 & 7 night
trips to BahamaPartyCruise,
PanamaCity, Acapulco, Cancun and
more. Low prices guaranteed. Group
discounts for 8+. Book 20 people, get 3
free trips! Campus reps needed.
www.StudentCity.com or 800-293-1445.

rm

MISCELLANEOUS

Like beauty products? You will love
AVON! Buy or Sale Avon. Set your
own schedule and make easy money.
Call 407 -951 -2568 for more
information or for a catalog . Shop
online: www.y9uravon.com/jesseweston
~.
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www. Centra/Floridafuture. com

Cli niq ue s~piece Bon us
Exclusively ours... and yours, free with any 21.50 or more Clinique purchase.

..
,,

"

.,

CLINIQUE
dramatically different
moisturizing lotion

take the day.off ·
maket.Jp remover

forlids. lashes~ !fps

..

Clinique Bonus.
This 8-piece bonus, a $50 value, can be yours free with any 21.50 or more Clinique purchase. Your bonus includes:
•Take The Day Off Makeup Remover For Lids, Lashes & Lips • Perfectly Real Compact Makeup in a choice of three shades
• Different Lipstick in Tenderheart • Dramatically Different Moisturizing Lotion • High Definition Lashes Brush Then Comb Mascara
• Mini Bag ·Cosmetics Bag ·Travel Bag
Allergy tested. 100% fragrance free.

•

One gift per customer, while supplies last.

.\

Clinique's
Acne Solutions™
Clear Skin System
Cleanse. Exfoliate. Moisturize. Gentle
enough to use twice a day, every day, without drying. Within days, skin starts
to look clearer. Resist future breakout.
The Acne Solutions Clear Skin System
one-month starter kit is yours for only 32.50.
Products shown:
Cleansing Foam 4.2 fl. oz., 17.50;
Clarifying Lotion 6.7 fl .oz., 13.50;
Clearing Moisturizer 1.7 fl. oz., $16.

/

Clinique.
Allergy Tested. 100% Fragrance Free.

*macys
'*

macys.com
TO ORDER CALL 1-8()(}45-MACYS EVERY DAY 8 AM - 11 PM
Use your Macy's Card. Shipping and handling are extra; ask your operator for details. Applicable sales tax will be collected on all orders
sent to states where we have a legal obligations to collect sales tax. Sorry, no cash, check or money orders; no CODs or P.O. Box delivery. This advertisement applies to Macy's stores in Florida. Prices and-merchandise may differ on macys.com. Advertised items may
not be available at your local Macy's, and selections may vary. We are not responsible for typographical errors. Also shop macys.com.

.

.

StarREWARDS get15%off
-

Now's your chance! Save 15% on cosmetics, fragrances and
other Macy's purchases for two days when you open a
Macy's Account. Exclusions apply. Subject to credit approval.
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